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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND
COUNTERINSURGENCY IN
MALAYA, 1950-1957
Neil B. Mills
One of the lesser known factors in the economic development of the underdeveloped countries has been the use of
military forces in essentially non-military tasks. Although
these activities have been taking place throughout history, they
were not formally defined until after World War II when the
term "civic action" came into military usage. This is an
abridgement of "military civic action," which is defined as the
use of preponderantly indigenous military forces on projects
useful to the local population at all levels in such fields as education, training, public works, agriculture, transportation, communications, health, sanitation, and others contributing to economic and social development which would also serve to improve the standing of the military forces with the population.1
Civic action type operations have been used by many countries to promote economic development or to stabilize a political situation. Many of these efforts have not been widely
publicized, even though they have been notably successful.
One of the most successful civic actions in recent times was
employed by the British in Malaya to assist in promoting economic development and in suppressing Communist insurgency
during the period 1950 to 1957. The Malayan population was
approximately 50 percent native Malays, 40 percent Chinese,
and 10 percent other races of which Indian was predominant.
It was the Chinese element from which the Communist insurgency was generated.
In its early years, Dr. Sun Yat Sen's Kuomingtang Party included both Communists and conservatives, and both factions
sent agents to establish branches in Malaya.2 The competition
1

U. S. Department of the Army, Dictionary of United States Army
Terms (Washington, D. C.; U. S. Government Printing Office, 1963),
p. 235.
2
Lennox A. Mills, Malaya: A Political and Economic Appraisal
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1958), p. 43.
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between the conservative and the Communist elements of the
Kuomingtang resulted in a purge of the left-wing by Chiang
Kaishek in 1927. This conflict was reflected in Malaya, and resulted in the separate formation of the Malayan Communist
Party (MCP) in 1930.3 After 1933, the Malayan Communists
came under the Moscow-established Far Eastern Bureau in
Shanghai. Now with instructions from above, the MCP concentrated on recruiting, spreading propaganda, exploiting labor
disputes, and conducting limited raids on mines and plantations.4 The MCP was illegal in Malaya because they had not
properly registered. Consequently, they lost no opportunity
to oppose the British in all sectors of the Malayan society.
However, upon the alliance of the United Kingdom and Russia in 1941, the Communists stopped their oppositionist tactics
and offered to cooperate in the British war effort in Malaya.
They actively assisted in the defense of Singapore in 1942.
I hey formed the Malayan People's Anti-Japanese Army
(MPAJA), and moved into the jungles before the fall of
Singapore on February 15, 1942. They received some air
dropped supplies from the British, and used these effectively
in conducting harassing operations against the Japanese.6
With the surrender of the Japanese in August 1945, the
MPAJA emerged from the jungles as heroes. They attempted
to assume control from the Japanese, but were forced to relinquish it with the arrival of the British forces the next month.
However, unlike their counterparts in the Philippines, the
MPAJA handed over those weapons they were known to possess, received a monetary reward, and was officially demobilized.6 It was later learned, however, that the MPAJA had retained secret dumps of weapons that they had acquired in the
chaos of the British and Japanese defeats.
During the next three years, the Malayan Communist Party
attempted to gain control of the country without resorting to
open violence. Conditions of economy and society at the end
3

Vcrnon Bartlett, Report From Malaya (New York: Criterion Books,
1955), p. 33.
4
Harry Miller, The Cmmnunist Menace in Malaya (New York:
Frederick A. Praeger, Inc., 1954), pp. 29-30.
r>
Mills, Malaya: . . ., p. 94.
6
J. Kennedy, A History of Malaya: A.D. 1400-1919 (New York; St.
Martin's Press, 1962), p. 262.
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of World War II were similar to those of other countries
liberated from wartime Japanese occupation. Poverty and disease were prevalent. Criminals armed with captured Japanese
weapons, or arms concealed from the British, had little difficulty in pursuing their interests before a depleted police force.
Labor unrest and unemployment were widespread. After the
short-lived enthusiasm of liberation, the British were scornfully regarded because they had failed to hold the country
during the war. Even more demoralizing to the Malayans was
the proposed Malayan Union. Under this concept, the nine
protected independent states were to be converted into a single
British colony. Although the nine Sultans reluctantly agreed,
public opposition, particularly by the Chinese element, was so
great that the Malayan Union was never formalized.
The Communists, according to pattern, exploited each undesirable condition to the utmost. By 1947, many of the labor
unions were Communist controlled. During that year there
were over 300 major strikes and disputes. There was a total
work loss of 696,036 man days.7 Even though the British
hastily revised their previous plans and established the Federation of Malaya in February 1948, violence and strife continued. It was this newly established Federation that proclaimed a state of emergency on June 18, 1948.8
The decision for open Communist revolt in Malaya was apparently made at the Moscow sponsored Communist Youth
Conference in Calcutta in February 1948. The outlined strategy included disruption of the economy, taking control of
certain areas, and leading a popular revolt with a liberation
army. This plan was put into effect without delay. Casualties
and damage were extensive. About one in ten of the planters
was killed, as were many of their laborers. Buildings, vehicles,
and rubber trees were destroyed.9
In 1948 there were an estimated 4000-5000 guerrillas operating in bands of 100-300. They were supported by the Min
Tuen, a fifth column type organization that collected food,
money, and information from the Chinese squatters. These
7

Miller, The Cmmmmist Menace . . ., p. 74.
Mills, Malaya: . . ., p. 52.
9
J. M. Gullick, Malaya (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, Inc., 1963),
pp. 96-97.
8
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squatters were estimated to number a half million, and had
settled on the fringes of the jungle during the depression preceding World War II. They had no legal title to their land,
as all land in Malaya belonged to the Sultans, but under the
British administration they had not been disturbed. They had
become productive farmers, and now were the logistic hascs
for the guerrillas, either through empathy or fear.10
Even though Malaya was initially under a civil administration
after the emergency had been declared, the problem of counterinsurgency was recognized as being primarily military in
nature. At times it was impossible to separate military and
civil efforts because they were so closely and cooperatively
interrelated in this struggle. The forces involved included
British soldiers, Malayan soldiers, Gurkhas, Fijians, the King's
African Rifles, Dayak trackers from Borneo, Malayan Police,
Home Guards, Air Force elements from the United Kingdom,
Australia, and New Zealand, and some ships and aircraft from
the Royal Navy.11
As a military problem it was apparent that the Communist
guerrillas must be separated from their source of supply. The
initial solution was to gather thousands of the Chinese squatters
and place them in internment camps from which they were encouraged to return to China. In the first ten months of 1949,
over 6000 people were so relocated. The disadvantages, both
social and economic, precluded the application of this plan to
the entire half million Chinese squatters.12
Civic action did not become an element of the resettlement
until after the appointment of Lieutenant General Sir Harold
Briggs as Director of Operations in April 1950. General Briggs
soon recognized that the resettlement of the Chinese squatters
should be aimed at bringing them to the side of the government
as well as for the purpose of depriving the guerrillas of a source
of supply. His solution to this two-fold problem became
known as the "Briggs Plan," and within this framework over
a half million Chinese were to be relocated.13
10 Mills, Malaya:.. ., pp. 50-52.
11
Ibid., pp. 53-54.
12
Gullick, Malaya, p. 100.
13
Miller, The Conmmnist Menace .. ., p. 144.
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I he Briggs Plan referred to the proposed resettlement sites
as "new villages." Although the motive of resettlement remained primarily military, civic action was inferred in the
following official guidance: "The new villages mean in effect
a new mode of life for the people who dwell in them, and it
is imperative that this new life should, after the initial disturbance of moving, be more attractive than the old." The Briggs
Plan also considered the improvement of individual and national economies. This was pointed out in the official Report
to the Nation as follows: "By and large, the Chinese agriculturalist is being put back on his feet and enabled again to play
his important part in the food production of the country." 14
When the Briggs Plan was put into operation in June 1950,
many problems were encountered. Site selection, by itself, required the combined efforts of military and civil officials. Because General Briggs stressed the urgency of the program,
there was insufficient time to lay out complete towns in virgin
jungle. Consequently, the initial location of sites was restricted
by the existing road net.15 This problem was even further
aggravated by the fact that the land was owned by the Sultans
of the individual states who had no desire to relinquish it to the
Chinese. However, under the persuasion of the High Commissioner, Sir Henry Lovcll Goldsworthy Gurney, and his
successor. General Sir Gerald Templer, land reform was the
first of the major concessions to aliens made by the Sultans.
1 hesc concessions had the dual effect of providing land for
the squatters and implicitly accepting them into the Malayan
society. Although the Chinese were not given freehold titles,
the government did attempt to provide each family with a
thirty-year lease. This was in sharp contrast to their previous
status as squatters under which they had no right at all to the
land they occupied. Within the new villages, the land allotment to each squatter was one-sixth of an acre. This was his
home lot, upon which he expected to build his shack, keep his
poultry, and plant his fruit trees. If the squatter had a vegetable garden within two miles of the perimeter of the new
village, he was permitted to keep it. Squatters who were
brought in from beyond the two-mile limit were given tracts
14

Victor Purcell, Malaya: Cmmmmin or Free? (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1954), p. 79.
15
Miller, The Conmnmist Menace . . ., p. 145.
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of not less than two acres that were within the prescribed
distance from the settlement. Some of the new villages were
formed by moving outlying squatters into an already existing
village, while others were created on previously unused land.16
Communist opposition to the resettlement projects added to
the problem of moving the squatters. A directive issued by the
Communist high command stated: "If the masses are unwilling
to oppose resettlement, they are to be intimidated, and any of
the masses trying to take refuge in the jungle as a result of our
agitation should be tactfully discouraged and induced to return
to their houses owing to the shortage of food in the jungle."
In compliance with this policy guidance, the terrorists directed
propaganda and intimidation tactics against the squatters. They
urged the squatters to retard the movement by requesting additional time to round up their pigs, to harvest crops, or to
pack personal belongings. But the British troops moved with
speed and efficiency. Without prior notice they would surround a squatter area before daylight. A government team
of police, land officers, veterinarians, social workers, doctors,
and nurses would then move in. Every person would be medically examined, and treated or hospitalized as necessary. Requests to remain in order to harvest crops or to gather livestock were refused by the troops, and the owners were justly
compensated by the government. Each family was permitted
one truck in which to move. On this they loaded their personal
possessions, livestock, and in some cases their dismantled homes.
Receipts were given for crops and livestock that were to be
left behind, and they were later repaid at market prices. British
troops helped load the squatters, guarded them in transit, and
assisted them in unloading at their destination. The new settlers
were first accommodated in transit camps while they were
building their new homes from materials supplied at cost by the
government. Additionally, the families who moved into the
new villages from a distance of less than two miles received a
subsistence allowance for five months. Insofar as possible, each
squatter was permitted to select a home site of his choice.17
Within the new villages, the government provided shops,
medical facilities, schools, and community centers. Agricul16
17

Ibid., p. 151.
Ibid., p. 152.
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tural assistance, including the import of breeding stock, was
provided. Education was made available to adults as well as
children. Utilities such as electricity and piped potable water
were installed.
The British troops were unable to provide the staff for administering the new villages. The Briggs Plan called for each
village to be placed in charge of a Chinese-speaking British
Civil Service officer. This officer was to be assisted by a native
of Alalaya, preferably of Chinese descent, who would ultimately replace the British officer. As the tempo of resettlement
increased, it became increasingly difficult to obtain qualified
administrators. In some cases, otherwise qualified administrators were sent to Macao to learn the Chinese language; in other
cases, Chinese speaking volunteers were taught administration.
General Briggs searched far and wide, and the Chinese-speaking
administrators were provided.18
A final obstacle to the resettlement projects was the reaction
of the Communist terrorists. As they found their sources of
supply being steadily removed, the guerrillas reacted violently.
They raided the new villages at night, burning houses and
slaughtering the occupants. When the perimeters were not
assailable, they would fire into the villages from the shelter of
nearby hills. Initially, local protection was provided by the
Malayan Police, augmented as necessary by mobile companies
of British troops that were strategically located. Later, they
were augmented and partially relieved by a Home Guard recruited from the villagers themselves. By the end of 1953, some
150 villages were thus providing their own protection.19
Following High Commissioner Gurney's assassination in October 1951, General Templer was appointed as his successor.
General Templer, an active duty military officer, was given
widely increased powers to direct both military and civil operations. General Templer unreservedly subscribed to the new
village concept and expedited their expansion and self-sufficiency. He emphasized the training and employment of the Home
Guards, and permitted the Chinese to manage their village
affairs. He realized that the civic action aspects, as well as the
purely military activities, were essential to the defeat of the
18
19

Ibid., pp. 146-147.
Mills, Malaya: . . ., p. 57.
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insurgents. He expressed this in the following words: "The
answer lies not in pouring more soldiers into the jungle, but
rests in the hearts and minds of the Malayan people." 20 General Templer reiterated his views when he announced the completion of resettlement during a broadcast in February 1952,
noting that the resettlement of the squatters had not solved
the problem. He stressed that the human problem was paramount, and that this problem could only be solved by compassionate methods which aimed to integrate the people into
a unified community.21
Although not so eloquently expressed, this "hearts and
minds" concept had met with considerable success under the
Gurney administration. This is well illustrated in an account
by journalist Harry Miller of his trip through several new
villages with High Commissioner Gurney and General Briggs.
iMiller told of their stop at Kemayan, a community governed
by its own elected committee, to find the headman had been
elected while he had been absent to take a wife from a near-by
town. Later, they journeyed over a road constructed by the
Royal Engineers to another settlement. This community had
previously been a source of rice to the Communists, but it was
a neatly laid-out village occupied by 1,200 Chinese who willingly supported the non-Communist regime. The Chinese headman, who apparently had subscribed to the free enterprise
system, explained that his town of Paya Lang was so selfsufficient that it was selling rice to adjacent villages. Further
on, the party stopped at Triang, a small village where the residents had paid for their own homes with money earned from
harvesting rubber. The next stop was a single-street village
named Mangkarak, which had recovered from earlier attacks
by Communist bandits. The terminal destination was Mentakab, a town which had recently doubled its population by
bringing in all the people who had lived within five miles of
its perimeter. Thus, the Chinese squatters who had previously
been supporting the Communists were no longer in a position
to retard the economic development that had been fostered
under the Gurney administration.22
20 Ibid., pp. 62-63.
21
22

Bardett, Report . . ., p. 54.
Miller, The Ctmnmmist Menace ..., pp. 169-170.
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In the fall of 1953, General Templer felt that the Communists were sufficiently suppressed for the relaxation of certain military controls. He removed British troops and regular
police from local defense duties, giving this responsibility to
the Home Guard and to special constables recruited locally
for this purpose. He established "white areas," where there
appeared to be no Communist threat. In these "white areas,"
food control, travel restrictions, and curfews were cancelled.
Normalcy had begun to return to Malaya. By 1954, there were
600 new villages with a total population of 680,000.23
Civic action by the British troops was not limited to the
Chinese squatters. Less publicized was the assistance that they
brought to the nomadic aborigines who lived in the Central
Malayan jungles. As with the new villages, the primary objective was military rather than humane.
When the British counterinsurgency efforts began to successfully separate the Communist terrorists from their squatter
source of support, the guerrillas divided into smaller groups
and sought refuge deeper into the jungle. Here they imposed
their needs upon the primitive aborigines who neither knew nor
cared who governed the country. To establish rapport with
the aborigines, the British assigned the Special Air Services
(similar to U. S. Special Forces) the mission of sending in
fifteen men detachments by helicopter. These troops lived
with the aborigines, but used their own supplies which were
provided by air drop. They established trade with these natives, exchanging tools and cloth for food and building materials. Their medical personnel initiated a daily "sick-call"
and began to treat the routine injuries and diseases. When
more specialized treatment was required, a doctor would be
brought in by helicopter. After the aborigines had accepted
the presence of the British troops, officers from the Royal
Engineers and additional equipment were delivered. Jungle
forts, a water supply, and a helicopter pad were provided.
VVith additional engineers, a short landing facility was carved
out of the jungle, and fixed wing aircraft were able to make
scheduled calls. With air traffic established, trading, schooling,
and medical facilities were expanded. Gradually, the aborigines
23

Ibid., p. 219.
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accepted the British gestures of civilization, and the guerrillas
once more were deprived of a logistic base.24
The last major civic action during this period was the construction of the Kedah Roads. This project was started in
1957, when the Communists had retreated to Kedah, the foodrich northernmost province. This area was occupied by a
half-caste iVIalay-Thai breed known as the Sum-Sums. The
terrorists moved into this territory and treated the Sum-Sums
well. 1 hey worked in the fields and paid for the supplies that
they used. The British solution to this problem was to connect the Sum-Sums with the outside world. By use of British,
Malayan, and Gurkha Army engineers, a sixty-four mile road
was constructed over a period of two years. The local natives
were hired as laborers in a rather unusual fashion. At the
village of Naka, for instance, the engineer commander contracted with the village headman for 100 men to work eight
hours a day. The composition of this force varied, but there
were always 100 men working for eight hours every day. The
Kedah Road had the desired effect. When it was completed
and the Sum-Sums had access to medical facilities, education,
protection, and trade, their association with the guerrillas became less attractive. Consequently, the Communist terrorists
retreated even further back into the jungle, or converted their
way of life to something more conventional.26
In addition to the civic action type projects of the Commonwealth forces, the Sum-Sums enjoyed implicit benefits. Their
association with the engineers while building the road revealed
a way of life which had been previously unknown. The wages
that they drew from this same project provided an economic
stimulus that enabled them to improve their living standards.
And, when the road was completed, the Sum-Sums were able
to trade their surplus agricultural produce for something more
beneficial than Communist good will.
Economic development in Malaya was successfully combined with counterinsurgency, but only with a tremendous assignment of resources. More than 325,000 soldiers, police, and
home guards were employed against a Communist force of less
24
Richard L. Cluttcrbuck, "Military Engineering as a Weapon in the
Cold War," The Military Engineer, 55 (1963), pp. 229-230.
25
Ibid., p. 39.
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than 10,000. However, these 10,000 guerrillas were potentially
supported by over a half million Chinese squatters, though
actually supported by some unknown portion of this total
number.26 The largest expenditure of British and Malayan
manpower was not in actual conflict with the terrorists, but in
resettling over a half million Chinese squatters in new villages
and providing them with the necessary protection and support.
Perhaps the success of this operation was best manifested by
the attainment of Malayan independence on August 31, 1957,
and its subsequent admission as the eighty-second member of
the United Nations on September 17 of the same year.
Civic action in Malaya differed somewhat from the original
military concept. In Malaya, civic action was administered in
a military manner, but with civilians integrated into a coordinated effort. Consequently, military and civil participation
in civic action were often indistinguishable. Not infrequently,
the civilian officials received the recognition for completed
projects. In fact, the British Army was careful not to detract
credit from the civil government, for the goal of civic action in
iMalaya was to win support for the government rather than
popularity for the British forces. This is illustrated by the
statement of the United Kingdom's Secretary of State for the
Colonies, the Right Honorable Oliver Lyttelton, who said in
1952: "The most important object is that there is no division
whatever between military and civil authority, and that the
responsibility is vested in one man ... it is only possible to get
the necessary gearing between military and civil operations
if the responsibility is vested in one man." 27
There appears to be little doubt that civic action in Malaya,
at least initially, was administered in a highhanded manner and
with less regard for social and economic objectives than for
purely military ones. Resettlement was firmly instituted, and
individual desires were not a major consideration. Regardless
of military necessity, and with complete awareness of the imminent insurgent threat, the initial resettlement might well have
been executed with more compassion for the Chinese squatters.
This same approach was used after the squatters had been re26 Richard L. Clutterbuck, "Malaya: A Case Study," Military Review,
XLIII (1963), p. 64.
27
Mills, Malay a . . ., p. 62.

settled. Instead of taking steps to preserve individual rights,
the right of habeas corpus was revoked and all persons leaving
the new villages were summarily searched. Admittedly, these
measures were effective in reducing support for the terrorists,
but they did nothing to endear the government forces to those
receiving this involuntary treatment.
It is questionable if the land reform program could have been
improved. In Alalaya, as previously brought out, the land was
historically the property of the Sultans. Confiscating their land
would have undoubtedly reversed the loyalty of the native
.Malayans, and deprived the British of their assistance in the
counterinsurgency campaign. In turn, Great Britain and the
Commonwealth nations would have been required to furnish
more troops to suppress the terrorists. All this hardly seems
justified, inasmuch as the Chinese squatters had no legal right
to the new land. As a matter of fact, they did not even have
a legal right to the land from which they were displaced.
In retrospect, the British handling of the land reform requirement was an excellent solution. It must be accepted that resettlement, however handled, was a military necessity. Further,
it did not seem appropriate to upset the social structure of
Malaya by unequivocally forcing the squatters upon the Sultans. Opposition to the Malayan Union was a vehement indication that the Malayans were not at all receptive to sudden
changes in their traditional society. However, by working
through existing civil and social structures, the settlers were
given leases to the land upon which they were placed. This left
the title to the land where it had previously been—with the
Sultans. Moreover, through payments of rent, the settlers
provided the Sultans with an income from land that had previously been of little economic value. At the time, of course,
the Sultans and their subjects received protection from the
Communist terrorists as those guerrillas were forced back from
civilization. As for the Chinese settlers, they had everything to
gain and nothing to lose. They obtained a thirty-year lease
to the land they occupied. Certainly they would have preferred to own the land outright, but the legal right of occupancy through leasehold was a major improvement over their
no-status squatting. Additionally, owning a lease was a measure of social acceptance that they had not previously enjoyed.
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Civic action within the villages improved as the resettlement
program gained momentum and experience. Better living conditions, water supply, education, and medical facilities were
provided for civic, not military purposes. When these projects
were to he initiated, it was arranged for the village occupants
to suggest the specific project that would be most desirable.
A government official would approach the settlers to inquire
what was needed. Following this conference, the project
would be agreed upon, and the government would supply
supervision, material, and equipment, while the village supplied
the labor. In this manner, civic action was executed for a
maximum benefit at a minimum cost.28
The most important lesson to be learned from analyzing
civic action in Malaya seems to be the importance of coordination between it and the strictly military effort. In Malaya, civic
action supported military action. Neither activity operated in
a vacuum of information, nor without a common objective.
Military operations took precedence. Yet, especially after the
arrival of General Templer, civic action was an element of
every plan, implicitly if not specifically.
1 he integration of military and civic resources to promote
economic development was noteworthy. It is even more remarkable when it is co'nsidered that the military effort was
British in origin while the civilian effort was local. This combination of talents, under central direction, illustrates the cooperation that is possible between an external military force
and the indigenous civil administration. Such cooperation is
essential to successful civic action.
The direction of civic action in Malaya was toward the needs
of the people at the grass roots level. It was aimed at the things
the natives most needed—education, medical facilities, water,
electricity, and roads. It was concentrated on fulfilling small
needs, but needs in which satisfaction was quick and visible.
Civic action was not always well received in Malaya. Understandably, and probably due to the shortage of qualified civil
administrators, there were individual cases where civic action
contributed little. These occurred most frequently in the carl\
phases of the campaign. However, in the aggregate, civic
28

Interview by author with Colonel Richard L. Clucterbuck, British
Army, September 21, 1963.
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action played a major role in economic development in Malaya.
It was directed to the needs of the people, as it should have
been. But, of importance here, it was regarded and employed
for what it was—an element of a coordinated effort to suppress
an insurgency while developing the economy and winning
support for the established government.
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SIR CLIFFORD IN LADY
CHATTERLEY'S LOVER
Geoffrey Morley-Mower
D. H. Lawrence wrote all three versions of Lady Chatterley's Lover in the space of one year. The first version is the
shortest and the least interesting. It was written in 1926 after
a depressing visit to England, which was in the throes of a
general strike and obstructed by pickets and policemen, and
which seemed to Lawrence to he hopelessly blackened by industry and its social bi-products.1 The second version, written after his mentally enlivening experience with Etruscan art,
is the longest book and by far the happiest.2 The final version
is shorter than the second and denser in quality,3 but its most
marked difference is in the strengthening of the doctrinal elements, which, in turn, have necessitated changes to the character of Sir Clifford Chatterley.
Lawrence's characteristic method of writing was to complete a piece, discover some of the implications to be unrealized, and then re-write it from the beginning. For this reason
the final version of one of his novels is often so altered that it
bears little relation to the first. Connie, for example, is not
given, in the first or second versions, the elaborate sexual history she receives in the last. There are no young German
lovers, 'So humble and craving,' and no Michaelis. Parkin (the
Alellors character) speaks in dialect all the time, and only in
the final version does he become art ex-officer and is able to
speak standard English when he chooses. But perhaps the most
obvious element that pervades the first version is the struggle
against class taboos. Connie, in spite of her disgust with the
lifelessness of her own class, cannot resist the temptation to
dominate Parkin and to use class differences to do so. Lawrence
1
D. H. Lawrence, The First Lady Chatterley, (London, Hcinemann,
1972)
2
D. H. Lawrence, john Thomas and Lady Jane, (New York, Viking
Press, 1972)
3
D. H. Lawrence, J.ady Chalterley's Lover, (New York, Grove Press,
Inc., 1957)
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implies that a modern woman will always tend to dominate a
man and that this tendency is accentuated when the woman
happens to be of a higher class.
In the second and transitional version, now titled John
Thomas and Lady Jane—hut improperly so titled because
those engaging counterparts only appear in the last versionthe class struggle is still a factor, though less prominent than
in the first. One of the turning points in the book is Connie's
realization, during her holiday in France, that she had been
thinking of Parkin all along in terms of class:
She had held back from him with a certain grudge,
because he was lower class. Now the barrier broke
and her soul flooded free. Class is an anachronism.
It finished in 1914. Nothing remained but a vast proletariat, including kings, aristocrats, squires, millionaires and working people, men and women alike. And
then a few individuals who have not been proletarianized.
Ah the mistake, the mistake she had made! She had
held herself aloof, just a little contemptuous of Parkin,
because he was lower class, a working-man, and therefore she had identified him with the proletariat. Now
she realized, that proletariat was a state of mind. . . .4
The transitional version is in many ways a far more satisfactory novel than either of the others. Parkin is no gentleman and he treats Connie more coarsely than Mellors, but the
physical need they feel for one another seems to be rendered
more poignant by this contrast, in spite of the fact that the
treatment of sexuality is not so fully developed as it is in the
last version. Sir Clifford's character, in the intermediate version, has already been elaborated to emphasize his growing obsession with death and with spiritual immortality—and this is
contrasted with the physical and authentic union of the two
lovers. But Connie's relationship with Clifford is strongly
realized. They are always smiling at one another. Clifford is
extremely witty and an expert at light banter. Even the issue
of Connie's holiday in Europe is kept on the level of humor
and kindliness toward one another.
'If it only depended on me,' he said, 'I should say,
I don't want you to go. But since I believe every individual must live his own life; and since the dog in the
4
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manger will have to eat the hay himself, if he won't
let the hee-haws and the jack-asses and that sort of
cattle come near it; and since it would stick in his
throat; I think, on the whole, the hay had better get
out of the manger, and walk toward the young bulls,
or the old asses—
'And I'm the hay?' she said, laughing.
'You're the hay—the wench is a bundle of hay,
Mankind are the asses that pull,
Each pulls in a different way—
and that quatrain I'll finish when you get back!'
'Very well,' she said, 'It'll give you something to
think about.'
But somehow, she felt she had scored. And he,
because he was pleased with his own wit, felt that he
had scored. So they could both be in a good humor.5
This clear indication of a bond of understanding and affection between Clifford and Connie—weakened as it is by his
impotence and the probings of the foxy Parkin—makes it difficult for Lawrence to end the book other than ambivalently.
But the direction the revisions are taking has already become
clear. The theme of an industrial England choking out the instinctive life of rural England is reinforced as a background
device and underlines the difficulties that lie in the way of
Connie and Parkin. In the third version the doctrinal elements are much more obtrusive. There is more phallic language and scenes of explicit sexuality, along with additional
authorial comment explaining the Lawrentian doctrine, about
the regeneration of a deadened industrial England and salvation through sex. Sir Clifford becomes markedly more contemptible and loses all his charms.
The darkening of Sir Clifford, necessary if Connie is to be
justified in leaving a helpless cripple, is achieved by underscoring his representative role. Wragby Hall and the pitvillage of Tevershall are realistically presented, but they also
stand for the forces of degeneration that have infected the
social, industrial and spiritual order in the modern era. Sir
Clifford stands as the representative of this 'botched' civilization—spiritually as well as sexually sterile—and is contrasted
with the other representative figure of Mellors, who stands for
what is authentic and organic in human life. Connie is not a
representative figure and therefore has the freedom, within
5

Ibid., p. 250
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the terms of the novel, to choose between iMellors and the devitalized but economically powerful Sir Clifford.
The strengthening of Sir Clifford is achieved firstly by
making him a writer of popular but not very good fiction.
Michaclis, a new character who becomes Connie's first lover,
is a writer of commercially successful plays. Clifford invites
him up to Wragby to induce him to use his influence in selling
Clifford's books in America, and they are united in their devotion to the 'bitch-goddess .... of success.'6 Lawrence
holds the authorial tiller in an iron hand as he outlines the
ramifications of this alliance and describes Clifford's friends.
Just as Wragby Hall and Tevershall stand as symbols of the
depredations of industrialism, so Clifford's friends represent the
sterility of modern intellectual life—'they all believed in the
life of the mind7—and they serve to explain Clifford in a new
way. Although not broken in body as he is, they are all in
some sense warped and unreal. Thev speak in a detached manner of important issues as if they had abrogated human responsibilities. Only Tommy Dukes attacks the mental life
and he seems to be answering the others in Lawrence's voice:
'My God, the world needs criticizing to death.
Therefore, let's live the mental life and glory in our
spite, and stop the rotten old show. But mind you, its
like this; while you live your life, you are in some way
an organic whole with life, but once you start the
mental life you pluck the apple, you've severed the
connection between the apple and the tree; the organic connection.' 8
Connie is, at first, well content with 'the life of the mind'
and only gradually realizes its deadening influence when she
comes into contact with Mellors. Clifford's main offense is
that he has drawn the vital spirit of his wife into this death-inlife—and he keeps her there by his need for her—yet he slowly
drains away from her, by his parasitic attitude, all her energy
and joy.
In the Lawrcntian scheme of things the contact of bodies,
sexual contact, is all important in establishing relationships
6
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outside ourselves. Clifford is sexually null and therefore cut off
from any authentic living. He shows his condition by writing
stories, accepted by the best magazines, which express his own
deadness and isolation from reality, stories which take place in
a vacuum and yet are 'curiously true to modern life.'9 These
Lawrentian observations serve to criticize both Clifford and
modern life, and at the same time to unite them under a common identity. Though sensitive to criticism, Clifford burned
with a desire to be read and to be talked about by everyone:
Clifford, of course, had still many childish taboos. He
wanted to be thought 'really good' which was all
cock-a-hoopy nonsense. What was really good was
what actually caught on. It was no good being really
good and being left with it. It seemed as if most of
the 'really good' men just missed the bus. After all'
you only lived one life, and if you missed the bus,
you were just left there on the pavement, along with
the rest of the failures.10
Thus Lawrence tells us exactly what to think of Clifford's attitude towards his own creations, and it is clear that his ambition is not artistic but mundane.
In his dealings with Connie lie attempts to paper over the
cracks in their relationship with a formula of words. He disturbs her by suggesting that she have a child by some other
man:
'Does it matter very much? Do these things really
affect us very deeply? . . . You had that lover in
Germany . . . We have the habit of each other . . .
that's the real secret of marriage, not sex; at least, not
the simple function of sex. You and I are interwoven
in a marriage. If we stick to that we ought to be able
to arrange this sex thing, as we arrange to go to a
dentist; since fate has given us a checkmate physically
there.'11
From his tone—and from everything the author tells us about
him—it is apparent that such injury as he has suffered has only
reinforced the tendencies of an essentially cold nature. He
has been badly maimed and his body can no longer respond
9
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to physical love, but this physical condition corresponds exactly with a spiritual malaise. The way in which Lawrence
presents his character makes it appear that the spiritual sickness has brought about its physical consequence, rather than
the other way about. Above all, he seeks money; not for itself but as a tangible mark of success in the world. This
leads him to abandon the life of a rural squire and part-time
author, and to throw himself into the task of reorganizing the
mines he has inherited.
Lawrence develops Clifford, in the final version, in two new
directions, both vital to the balance of the book. In the one
direction he shows himself to be a brilliant man of affairs who
revitalizes a stagnant industry and is a model mine-owner of
the new school. His coldness of temperament enables him to
manipulate human beings as if they were factors in an abstract
game and to display a ruthlessness that leads to industrial
efficiency. When Connie taxes him with making his men hate
him, he replies, 'They don't. And don't fall into errors; in
your sense of the word they are not men. They are animals
you don't understand and never could.' And he goes on to
suggest that she provide him with an heir, who will be 'a perfectly competent Chatterley' because 'the function determines
the individual.'12 He is described as becoming 'almost a creature, with a hard, efficient shell of an exterior and a pulpy
interior, one of the amazing crabs and lobsters of the modern
industrial and financial world, invertebrates of the crustacean
order, with shells of steel, like machines, and inner bodies of
soft pulp.'13 When Clifford is being discussed, in this third
version, the imagery tends towards hard 'shells,' inhibiting
growth and making any sensitive contact impossible.
Along with the development of his hard shell, appropriate
to a magnate, he also becomes secretly 'pulpy' on the inside.
When Connie leaves him he becomes childishly dependent on
Mrs. Bolton. Mrs. Bolton was a less prominent character in
the two early versions of the book, but in the final version
Lawrence gives her a much larger role. Structurally, it is
important that Connie should leave Sir Clifford, but it would
destroy the thrust of the book if this seemed an odious act of
12
13
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unkindness. Making him perversely dependent on Mrs. Bolton
has the double effect of making him seem both more decadent
and more consoled.
After this Clifford became like a child with Mrs.
Bolton. He would hold her hand, and rest his head on
her breast, and when she once lightly kissed him, he
said, 'Yes! Do kiss me! Do kiss me!' And when she
sponged his great blond body, he would say the same:
'Do kiss me!' and she would lightly kiss his body, half
in mockery . . . The curious thing was that when this
child-man which Clifford was now and which he had
been becoming for years, emerged into the world, it
was much sharper and keener than the real man used
to be . . . The wallowing in private emotion, the utter
abasement of his manly self, seemed to lend him a second nature, cold, almost visionary, business-clever. In
business he was quite inhuman.14
Clifford becomes also, as we see, more powerful in the material sense and more a devotee of the bitch goddess of success
than ever. He thus becomes more comfortable, more odious
and more economically powerful as the book reaches its conclusion.
The way in which Lawrence presents Sir Clifford's developing character does not permit the reader to meet him directly.
Authorial comment presents his every appearance as illustration of his depravity or his emotional under-development, so
that we never see him as a grievously shattered ex-soldier who
has made an extraordinary sacrifice for his country, or as being
genuinely fond of his wife. The incident of the motorized
chair, which appears in all versions but is much darkened in
the third, is typical of this sort of treatment. Connie and Sir
Clifford go out directly after a conversation in which he
speaks disparagingly of the mindless masses and of his ability
to rule in spite of his useless legs. The progress of the chair
is accompanied by this ironic commentary;
O last of ships through the hyacinthine shallows! O
pinnace on the last wild waters, sailing on the last voyage of civilization! Whither, oh weird wheeled ship,
your slow course steering! Quiet and complacent, sat
at the wheel of adventure: in his old black hat and
tweed jacket, motionless and cautious. Oh Captain,
my Captain, our splendid trip is done!15
14 Ibid., p. 351-2
is Ibid., p. 221
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The author, with his snide misquotations from Robert Bridges
and Walt Whitman, jeers at the cripple in his chair and teaches
the reader to jeer also. Sir Clifford's unjustifiable petulance is
then contrasted with the risk Mellors takes with his health in
aiding him. Connie keeps her counsel, but feeds her mounting
dislike of her husband by mulling over some of his recent utterances on the subject of 'the ruling classes' and taking up
'whips not swords.'16 This is the only major confrontation
in the book between the representative figures of Sir Clifford
and Mellors, with Connie in between. Lawrence calls attention to it by describing it as a 'tableau vivant? 17 The scene is
set in the wood which might have once given shelter to Robin
Hood, shortly to be torn down to make way for the new
factories and the mean workers' dwellings of a bad era. The
symbols are all in place; Clifford, the mechanical man in his
mechanical chair, enthroned like a decadent Roman emperor,
faces Mellors, impersonal, silent, protean and in possession of
a natural good breeding which contrasts with Clifford's rudeness. When Connie upbraids Clifford for putting an unnecessary physical strain on Mellors, he replies with patrician iciness
that he has 'no unnecessary emotions about his gamekeeper!' 18
Mellors is in poorer health than cither of the Parkins—the
gamekeeper, in fact, gets progressively frailer as the versions
succeed one another.
In the earlier books Sir Clifford was a slightly nastier version of Gerald Crich in Woruen in Love, the sort of man
who organizes everything very efficiently for himself but who
has a hollowness within his own soul that inhibits his relationships with others. Gerald is also a mine-owner and something
of an expert on efficiency, capable of unfeeling actions—like
taking away the privilege of free coal from the widows of
men who have lost their lives in mine disasters—but Gerald,
not being a clearly representative figure, was fleshed out with
qualities and virtues that Sir Clifford lacks. In the final version Lawrence drops the attempt to produce verisimilitude
and makes of Clifford an amalgam of all those tendencies in
modern life he disapproves of. He is a subtle mixture of the
satanic and the pathetic, immensely powerful and weak as a
16
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child, cruel and dangerous, not merely dependent but parasitical.
The build-up of this lay figure is gradual. Connie, as soon
as she meets Mellors, contemplates her withered charms in the
looking-glass and burns with a sense of injustice. At first she
refuses to blame 'Poor Clifford,' but she soon turns against
him:
He was never really warm, nor even kind, only
thoughtful and considerate, in a well-bred, cold sortof way! But never warm as a man could be warm to a
woman, as even Connie's father could be warm to her,
with the warmth of a man who did himself well,
and intended to, but who still could comfort a woman
with a bit of masculine glow.
But Clifford was not like that. His whole race was
not like that. They were all inwardly hard and separate and warmth to them was just bad taste.19
She turns, in her reverie, to contemplate Michaelis and Clifford on the same terms and concludes that Michaelis had more
need of her than her husband had. They both just 'panted
after the bitch-goddess,' and 'any good nurse can attend to
crippled legs!'20 This prepares for the advent of Mrs. Bolton
and the kinky ministrations that Clifford is to find so satisfactorv.
Later, after another meeting with Mellors, Connie began to
feel positive physical dislike of Clifford and she rationalizes
that she married him because 'in a mental way he attracted her
and excited her.' Now that the excitement was over she was
only conscious of 'physical aversion.'21 At once she connects
her feelings of despair with society and with Clifford as its
typical figure;
She wished some help would come from outside. But
in the whole world there was no help. Society was
terrible because it was insane. Civilized society is insane. Money and so-called love are its two great
manias; money a long way first .... Look at Michaelis! His life and activity were just insanity ....
19 Ibid., p. 82
20
Ibid., p. 83
21
Ibid., p. 112
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And Clifford the same. Ah that talk! Ah that writing! Ah that wild struggling to push himself forward.' 22

At this point Connie's thoughts are exactly reinforcing the
authorial judgment on Clifford and his identification with the
evil masters of industry who are subverting all that still remains
vital in English life.
By this time there is no possibility of Clifford saying or doing
anything without the reader suspecting malice. On the issue,
which he raises, of Connie getting a child by another man, he
protests that he would love the child as if it were his own
because of his love for the mother. Though he expresses his
attachment to her in rather sentimental terms, there is nothing
intrinsically odious about a crippled man saying that his wife is
all-in-all to him. But Connie does not see it that way.
Connie heard it all with deepening dismay and revulsion. It was one of the ghastly half-truths that
poison human existence. What man in his senses
would say such things to a woman! . . . What man
with a spark of honor would put this ghastly burden
of life-responsibility upon a woman and leave her
there, in the void?23
Later Connie hears him talking to Mrs. Bolton 'in a sort of
passionless passion to the woman, as if she were half-mistress,
half foster-mother to him.'24 The portrait of Clifford as pervert is almost complete.
The ride Connie takes from Wragby to Tevershall and on
to Uthwaite, where one of the inns was called 'The Chatterley
Arms,' is a tour de force of descriptive writing. It is not an
unfair picture of what is known in England as the 'Black
Country,' but Lawrence stresses in the final version 'the negation of the gladness of life, the utter absence of the instinct
for beauty which every bird and beast has,'25 and it is unnecessary for him now to put into words what the whole
novel has been so overtly saying—that industrial magnates, like
Clifford, have done this to the English landscape and the
22
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English people. She thinks of Mellors—'yet iMellors had come
out of all this!—yes, but he was as apart from it all as she
was'26—And Connie asks herself which England she belongs
to, that of the stately homes or that of the gruesomely ugly
pit-villages crouched in the shadows of their slag-heaps. Then
she sees that the stately homes themselves were being swept
away by the monster created in the craving for money;
This is history. One England blots out another. The
mines have made the halls wealthy. Now they were
blotting them out, as they had already blotted out
the cottages. The industrial England blots out the
agricultural England. One meaning blots out another.
And the continuity is not organic, but mechanic.27
Although Clifford is not mentioned, the feeling of revulsion
from the smoke-blackened trees, the hideous new 'villas' and
the corpse-like faces of the people is similar to her revulsion
from him. After all, he was one of the leaders of industry.
When Connie saw the great lorries full of steelworkers from Sheffield, weird, distorted, smallish beings like men, off for an excursion to Matlock, her
bowels fainted and she thought: Ah, God, what has
man done to man? What have the leaders of men
been doing to their fellow men?28
This view of Clifford's industrial world as a destroyer is
most clearly indicated by the musing of Mellors when Connie
has left him after their first tentative love-making. He climbs
the knoll above the wood and looks out over the darkened
landscape, seeing the well-known lights of Stacks Gate, the pit
lights at Tevershall, the furnaces dotting the scene, spewing
out glarings of white metal every few minutes. He knows the
quiet of the wood is an illusion and that the evil forces will
inevitably take over, destroying everything that has in itself
a principle of living growth. His own hermitage in the wood
is doomed;
It was not woman's fault, not even love's fault, not
the fault of sex. The fault lay there, out there, in those
evil electric lights and diabolical rattling of engines.
There, in the world of mechanical greedy, greedy
Ibid., p. 182
21 Ibid., p. 186
28 Ibid., p. 181-2
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mechanism and mechanized greed, sparkling with
lights and gushing hot metal and roaring with traffic,
there lay the vast evil thing, ready to destroy whatever did not conform. Soon it would destroy the
wood and the hluebells would spring no more. All
the vulnerable things must perish under the rolling
and running of iron.2"

In Lawrence's view the human organism, so alive and fruitful
if allowed freely to develop its own ways of expression, is
being forced to form its own hard shell as a protection from
the insentient hand of industrialism. Mcllors is here a spokesman for the view that men and women are governed by laws
of growth like trees or plants and that the society which is
progressively becoming slave to machines, led by human crustaceans like Clifford, is hound to sicken and die.
We have seen the cavalier way Lawrence uses his authorial
comments to direct our judgment on Sir Clifford. When Connie returns from a love-encounter with Mellors during a
thunderstorm, she finds Mrs. Bolton looking anxiously for her.
Sir Clifford had been worried about her, and he explodes in
anger when he sees her. That evening he wishes to make up
the quarrel, but the author is very much at hand to expose
the true state of Clifford's soul.
He was reading one of the latest scientific-religious
books: he had a streak of spurious religion in him,
and was egocentrically concerned with the future of
his own ego.30
And so begins a conversation about a quotation from the book
he had been reading: 'The universe shows us two aspects: on
one side it is physically wasting, on the other it is spiritually
ascending.'31 Connie, still warm from her latest orgasm, is
at first amused as 'all sorts of improper things suggested themselves' to her mind. But she soon gets busy demolishing Clifford's frail hopes of immortality and underscoring his physical
inabili y.
'Then let it ascend, so long as it leaves me safely
here below.' [she savs]
'Do you like your physique?' he asked.
29
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'I love it! .... the supreme pleasure of the life of
the mind? No, thank you! Give me the body. I believe the life of the body is a greater reality than.the
life of the mind .... But so many people, like your
famous wind-machine, have only got minds tacked on
to their physical corpses.'32
Bearing in mind that she is addressing a crippled husband
on the eve of a continental holiday that may be critical to
their relationship, the cruelty and crudity of the way she expresses these Lawrentian views would seem preposterous and
unbelievable—and could not have appeared in the first two
versions at all—were it not for the preparation of the reader in
the subtlety of Clifford's iniquity and his representative role
as one of the evil magnates. In John Tho?ms and Lady lane
the parallel conversation, on the eve of her departure, goes
rather mcrrilv as she contradicts Clifford by lightly sketching
the future in terms of the physical rather than the spiritual:
'And will these delicate physical beings have guts?'
[Clifford says]
'Oh yes! If there is a God, he has guts.'
'And occasional indigestion?'
'Yes. If there is a God, he has occasional indigestion.'
'In fact, he is capable of all the marital services.'
'Why yes! How could there be a God who left it
out?'
'Tu I'as voulu, George Dandin!' he said, with a grin,
'A God who occasionally smells?'33
Bad feeling between the two is quite absent from this scene,
and it demonstrates the extent of Lawrence's rewriting of the
last version and the extremity of nasriness to which Sir Clifford
has been pushed.
In the final confrontation between Connie and Sir Clifford
at Wragby—a scene which does not appear in previous versions
—she at first pretends that the child she is bearing is Duncan
Forbes' and that she must be with the man she loves. But
Clifford characteristically denies the importance of love and
says he does not believe 'in that sort of cant.'34 At this point
Connie, realizing that an attachment to Duncan Forbes does
not provide a believable motive for leaving Clifford, admits
32 Ibid., p. 282
33
34
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that her lover is Mellors.35 Clifford now looks 'like a cornered
beast,' which is in line with the image of him which has been
built up through this last version of the book. After some
snobbish abuse of Connie for going with 'one of my servants,'36
he becomes sententiously moralistic and coolly refuses to divorce her. She asks him if he would let the child be legally
his heir, and he replies, 'I care nothing about the child.' His
refusal to divorce her therefore appears as serving no useful
purpose—for he would not accept Mellors' child as his heir,
in spite of his previous protestation that 'the function determines the individual'37—and he is therefore acting out of
pure malice.
We have seen that Lawrence, in this final version of his
novel, has altered the entire balance in favor of the representative figure of Mellors and against the representative figure of
Sir Clifford. Mellors has doffed the foxy, peasant-like aspects
of Parkin and has become an officer and almost a gentleman.
When Connie was first introduced to him she thought that
'he might almost be a gentleman,'38 though he is still permitted
to lapse into dialect for the love-making. In the wheelchair
episode his self-control and gentlemanly dignity was contrasted
with Clifford's pettish spite. When he writes a letter to Connie
at the end of the book, he writes as well as Lawrence does in
his own published letters. Clifford, on the other hand, has been
represented in such a bad light that his human quality has almost entirely disappeared. He has become the industrial overlord, the despoiler of England's green and pleasant land, cold,
heartless and finally perverted. But Lawrence's purpose has
been achieved, for the reader does not care if Connie abandons
such a creature as this, and the allegory can be completed by
her departure.
Bearing in mind the steady doctrinal direction of the various
re-written versions of the novel towards the extremity of the
final version, it is perhaps just as well that Lawrence made no
further attempt. If he had written a fourth version there
would surely have been further promotions in store for Mel35
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lors and additional perversities for Clifford; Mellors would
turn out to be the natural son of the Earl of Huntingdon—
and Sir Clifford would be heard proposing abominations to
Mrs. Bolton from his wheelchair.
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INTERNAL JUDICIAL SYSTEMS
AMONG MINORITIES: GYPSIES
Paul C. Cline
Within any society there arc individuals and groups of persons who do not consider themselves bound by the rules of the
general population. Various categories of minority groups exclude themselves from the general law, for a variety of reasons.
The belief exists among the Amish and some Mennonite divisions that it is not proper to "go to law," according to religious principles. Many religious denominations have procedures for "churching" or trying and punishing members who
violate the rules of the denomination.
Some secret societies, such as the Mafia, abstain from relying
on the general legal system to settle disputes among factions
or to rectify wrongs between individuals. Certain work groups,
such as migrant workers, often handle their own disputes.
Other groups include organizations such as fraternities and
service academies, which utilize "kangaroo courts" or other
procedures designed to keep members in line with the written
or unwritten rules of the group.
The purpose here is to consider the system of justice internal
to a minority group in the general society—the Gypsies. This
group, whose name is a corruption of "Egypt," originated in
India centuries ago. Known for their travels, the Gypsies
moved about the countryside of many nations before the time
of the automobile. Life in caravans of horsedrawn wagons has
changed to an urban existence and a weakening of family and
tribal ties. Other characteristics of the Gypsies will be explored in relation to their court system.
A secondary purpose is to establish a pattern for further
study of the judicial systems of other minority groups, or
groups which enforce their own rules without recourse to the
greater court system. The sequence of presentation consists
of the history and characteristics of the Gypsy courts, including their composition, jurisdiction, procedures, and penalties.
Gypsies have not in the past gone to law to settle internal
disputes. Such internal disputes include controversies among
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Gypsy tribes, bands (vitsas), families, or individuals. Jan Yoors'
quote by a Swedish Gypsy male is typical of the traditional
response: "I'll tell you the honest truth, we Gypsies do not
like to have the police mixed up in our affairs. We solve our
quarrels ourselves." 1
This refusal to make use of the general legal system has
weakened as the ties among the Gypsies have deteriorated in
modern society. Especially in the United States, they have
moved to the cities where they are more likely to live as individual families rather than in large groups or bands. Even
though still reluctant, the Gypsies in this urban setting appear
more willing to utilize the legal system of the larger society
and to trust a lawyer for assistance.2 A different type of contact occurs when the American Gypsy informs the police of
a crime by a brother Gypsy who has refused to obey the
ruling of the internal court of the Gypsies.3
The early European Gypsies of the fifteenth century obtained two important privileges in some regions. One right
was to travel about as pilgrims and the other was to be tried
in their own tribunals of justice. These privileges were guaranteed in letters from monarchs.4 In the same century these
privileges were revoked largely because of stealing by the
Gypsies. Special laws were passed banishing them or requiring
them to stop wandering. When they were forced underground, they had already established their own courts.6
The tribunal which traditionally exercises jurisdiction over
Gypsy disputes is the Kris. The Kris represents the collective
will of the Gypsies. Its structure and procedures are not set
down in writing, but are continued through custom.6 Like1

Jan Yoors, The Gypsies (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1967), p.
75. Yoors travelled for ten years with the Gypsies in Eastern and Westem Europe.
2
Katharine Esty, The Gypsies, Wanderers in Time (New York:
Meredith Press, 1969), p. 134.
3
Patricia Lynden, "The Last Holdouts," Atlantic, CCXX (August,
1967), p. 43.
4
Esty, op. cit., pp. 8-9.
B
Ibid., pp. 10-11.
6
Cf. the Common Law as described by Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.
"The life of the law has not been logic. . . . The law embodies the
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wise, consistency of the penalties relies upon the orally transmitted history of the particular Gypsy group or groups involved.7
The Kris settles both civil and criminal controversies. Beyond settling these wrongs, the Kris is given credit for the survival of the Gypsies as an entity,8 based upon the view that
the extent of Gypsy social organization coincides with the
success in enforcement of the law.9
Similarly, the administration of justice in the larger, general
society has been described as "essential to an ordered society." 10 Administration of justice entails the enforcement
of norms of behavior. An important means of establishing such
norms is dealing with violence so that it does not injure the
community.11
If not for the respect given to the Kris, Gypsies would not
have survived as a people over the centuries. They would have
reverted to savagery, in the opinion of one writer, in the
wake of resorting to pure power to settle disputes.12
The composition of the Kris varies from sitting to sitting
and from place to place. The krisatora or judges of the tribunal vary in number, but the group is usually small.13 Because of the constant movement of the Gypsies, the persons
constituting the tribunal change. One constant factor is that
the members of the group are men.
story of a nation's development through the centuries, and it cannot
be dealt with as if it contained only the axioms and corollaries of a
book of mathematics." The Cmnnian Law (Boston: Little, Brown, and
Co., 1881), p 1.
7
Jean-Paul Clebert, The Gypsies, trans. Charles Duff (New York:
E. P. Dutton and Co., 1963), p. 174.
8
Ibid., p. 172.
9
Ibid.
10
Herbert Jacob; Justice in America: Courts, Lawyers, and the Judicial Process (second edition; Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1972),
p. 21.
11
Ibid.
12
Clebert, loc. cit.
13
A Swedish Kris had nvo to five members from each side of the
controversy. Esty, op. cit., p. 76. Usually there is no reference to the
representation on the Kris of opposing sides in the controversy.
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The total effect reached in the sitting of the judges of the
Kris is one of dignity and solemnity, in spite of several factors
which would tend to make the setting ordinary and commonplace. The judges possess no legal expertise in the usual sense
and at times constitute a team that is assembled from the men
who happen to he nearby. Most know each other well and
are well known by the members of the Gypsy community.
This familiarity deprives them of the prestige that outlanders
may gain from simply traveling some distance to perform a
function calling for integrity or expertise.
Another factor making the setting less than lofty is the lack
of pretentiousness in the physical arrangements when the Kris
is held in the Gypsy camp. The judges seat themselves on an
assortment of whatever is available. This may consist of chairs,
packing crates, or piles of harness in the days of horses and
wagons. The place of meeting is the Gypsy camp for the
wandering tribes. Since most modern, urban Gypsy housing
is of poorer quality, the meeting place of the urban tribunal
does not enhance the setting.
Numerous elements establish an imposing aura on the meeting of the Kris. The judges are older men who command the
respect of other members of the families or groups of families.
Arrangements may be made to hear several cases involving
various families, thus assuring a large number of prestigious
judges.14 In the United States one version of the Kris is a
travelling supreme court tribunal, which sits in any city where
there is controversy.15
The oral tradition of the Gypsies enhances the prestige of
the Kris. Stories of past controversies are passed from generation to generation, usually by the older women. Such accounts
are embellished in the telling and render heroic the judges who
participated. These magnificent tales attach to the judges who
sit on subsequent courts. The judges, aware of their importance and the tradition upon which their role is based, reflect these attributes in the dignity and solemnity of their
bearing and conduct.
14

Clebert, op. cit., pp. 173 ff.
Robert F. Levey, "Gypsies Feuding; 3 D. C. Clans Set Out to Get
Even," The Washington Post, July 18, 1971, p. A14.
15
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Ritual may accompany the sitting of the Kris. A hushed
atmosphere attends the Kris, as it does many ritualistic occasions.16 Certain traditional acts may he performed, which may
lack significance in another place or time. For instance, certain European Gypsies pour a part of their bottle of beer on
the ground at the beginning of the holding of the Kris. The
purpose of the act is to make an offering to the spirits of the
ancestors. This is an invitation to these spirits to be present
during the proceedings.17 The supernatural is resorted to during the sentencing, described below, and adds to the solemnity
of the occasion.
1 he jurisdiction of the Kris extends to controversies which
may be categorized in various ways. Both civil and criminal
matters fall within its area of responsibility. One manner of
categorization may be the extent of the offense—whether it
affects an entire tribe or band (vitsa) or merely individuals.
An example of an injurious offense to the group is the failure
of a Gypsy band to report the existence of scabies18 to the
other bands which might follow the diseased group in the
use of campsites. In two accounts of this violation19 the band
also violated Gypsy law by not seeking medical treatment of
the disease.20 Violations of the rules of cleanliness are a related subject for jurisdiction by the Kris.21 This tribunal may
also be called upon to settle feuds between Gypsy families.22
The Kris also has jurisdiction of marital and related matters
which frequently concern more than one of the Gypsy families. Abduction of the bride-to-be, parents' demand for the
10

However, a New York City hearing in a rented hall was reported
as a shouting affair. Lynden, op. cit., p. 44.
17
Clebert, op. cit., p. 173. The sipping of beer and "drinks" during
the Kris is mentioned by Clebert, loc. cit. and Esty loc. cit., respectively.
18
A skin disease caused by an animal parasite, the Acarus scahei. The
synonym is "itch." Clarence W. Taber, Taber's Condensed Medical
Dictionary (third edition; Philadelphia, F. A. Davis Company, 1951.).
19
Clebert, op. cit., pp. 174-75, and Yoors, op. cit., pp. 166-67.
20
The extent of complaints about physical ailments by New York
Gypsies is described in Joseph Mitchell, "The Beautiful Flower," The
New Yorker, June 4, 1955, p. 72.
21
Esty, loc. cit.
22
Levey, op. cit., pp. Al, A14.
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return of a married daughter, adultery, and flirting fall within
this category.23
Ritual defilement is a serious offense. In fact, the word for
this offense in the language of the Gypsies is marhime, also
the word for banishment, the most severe penalty of Gypsy law. Clebert describes such an offense which had some
frivolous features in its commission. The complainant accused
a girl of another family of walking over and later re-crossing
a chain lying in the grass. The chain was attached to the complainant's horse. The horse was defiled in this manner "by
extension." 24 Cross-examination by the accused's father defused the seriousness of the complaint. The offended party was
asked whether he was going to dispose of the horse to avoid
being defiled himself.25
Matters of a more individual nature include controversies
over debts, breach of contract, theft, and fights.26 These matters also have implications upon the welfare of the greater
Gypsy society in that they constitute violations of the Gypsy
code of law. Beyond this, these and similar unlawful activities
weaken the close relationship that is vital to the survival and
well-being of this group that has been in the minority in
every nation in which it has been found. The enforcement of
group behavior from childhood is recorded in an instance of
Detroit Gypsy boys punishing one of their number for refusing to play the violin, the usual means of gaining status by
Gypsies of that city. They caught him, tied him to a tree,
and whipped him to change him into a "good boy." 27 By good
boy, they meant a conforming boy. This illustration exemplifies one of the tasks of the Km—enforcing the conformity
which is the source of strength and survival of the group.
23

Esty, o-p. cit., pp. 75-76, and Yoors, op. cit., p. 205.
A somewhat related concept is one of the reasons given by Amish
sects for not having electricity on their farms and in their homes. Upon
being connected to the electrical line, they would concurrently be
linked with the worldly customers on the same line, thereby violating
the prohibition of associating with members of this world.
25
Esty, op. cit., pp. 176-77.
20
Esty, op. cit., p. 75; Clebert, op. cit., pp. 174, 176.
27
Erdmann D. Beynon, "The Gypsy in a Non-Gypsy Economy,"
American Journal of Sociology, XLII (November, 1936), 367.
24
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The procedures followed by the Kris are established by tradition.28 The offended party requests that the Kris be convened. He presents his side of the controversy and the Gypsy
law which was allegedly violated. The answering party may
cross-examine the complainant.
The proceedings are open, except at the decision-making stage
in some places,29 and are apparently well-attended by the local
Gypsy community. Some levity exists, as indicated above regarding the defilement hearing, even though the general tone
of the activity is rather solemn. A majority vote decides a case,
but ordinarily a consensus is reached on the verdict.30
Penalties established by the Kris vary according to the severity of the offense. Since corporal punishment is not used,31
the most severe sentence is banishment from the ranks of the
Gypsies.32 The severity of the sentence results from the need
of mutual support in a minority group. One form of support
that is particularly important is the closing of ranks in the face
of accusations of wrongdoing by the police or others in the
greater society. The reputation of the Gypsies among nonGypsies is that of stealing and other criminal acts. Since they
are preliminarily suspected and are in the minority in every
situation, mutual protection becomes a necessity for survival
of the individual and the group. To have this mutual protection taken away by permanent or temporary banishment is
catastrophic.
Banishment is comparable to the penalty of "shunning"
among the Amish. Shunning is the avoidance by members of
the congregation of other members who have committed some
violation of the rules of the conservative sect. Participation in
shunning sometimes extends to members of the same family.33
Another aspect of the penalty of banishment, the shame, or
shunning is its value as a means of control of behavior of mem28
Procedures are derived from accounts of controversies decided by
the Kris in Clebert, op. cit., pp. 171 ff.; Esty, op. cit., pp. 75-76.
29
E.g., Sweden. Esty, op. cit., p. 76.
30
Ibid.
31
Lynden, op. cit., p. 44.
32
Clebert calls banishment the "ultimate penalty." Op. cit., p. 17J.
33
Elmer L. Smith, The Amish People, (New York: Exposition Press,
1958), pp. 39-43.
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bers of the usually closely-knit group by whom it is practiced.
While all penalties or sentences have some prohibitive feature,
a penalty such as banishment looms for the group member as
a basis for such important results as loss of freedom in the case
of a Gypsy and church expulsion in the case of the Amishman.34
Temporary banishment for six weeks with an additional
uniquely Gypsy penalty was set as penalty for a nontreatment
and nonreporting of scabies controversy mentioned above. The
temporariness of the sentence illustrates the practice of scaling
the sentence to fit the judicial situation. As an additional penalty, the caravan moved from camp to camp without leaving
the usual trail of roadmarks (varma) for the convicted members to follow. This omission of varma ordinarily is a violation of Gypsy law.35
Other penalties are available to the Kris. The offending
individual may be thrashed; however, this is no longer done
in some places, such as Sweden.36 Cutting off a woman's hair
is the penalty for adultery.37 Fines are a typical penalty for
various types of offenses. One may recover monetary damages
for pain suffered38 or for the abduction of a girl for marriage.39
For minor violations of rules the violator may be required to
furnish food for a set period of time to the entire group
gathered on the occasion of the /Cm.40
Conditional penalties may be given. One type of condition
is the termination of the penalty, such as banishment, upon
the occurrence of some established situation. For example,
upon proof of cure of some communicable disease the banishment would end.41 Another type of condition is the prior
34

Ibid., p. 39.
Yoors, op. cit., pp. 166-167.
36
Esty, loc. cit.
37
Yoors, op. cit., p. 206.
38
Esty, loc. cit.
39
Yoors, p. 206. Related to the practice of payment for brides to the
bride's family. Payment is often upon the potential earning capacity of
the bride.
40
Clebert, op. cit., pp. 174, 176.
41
Ibid., p. 175.
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setting by the Kris of a penalty which will be applied upon
the future commission of some violation of Gypsy law. This
has been invoked by means of the Kris' approving the conditional curse {armaya) by an accuser. The Kris provided that
one who fails to reveal the existence of scabies in the group
would be banished for seven years.42
Supernatural penalties are also invoked. A most extreme
form is the ordeal of truth-seeking (the solakh).43 In a case
of theft among Gypsies, which is extremely rare in some bands,
the individuals who were to be tested were required to remain
separate overnight from the rest of the camp. They were led
to a desolate area where symbols with special meaning to the
suspects were placed. These symbols included a cross, a
bright colored kerchief, photographs of several dead members
of the accused's group, and cut wildflowers, the symbol of
death to that group.
The setting was solemn and silent. The truth-seeking ordeal
was based upon the invoking of the magic possessed by the
dead. One of the judges of the Kris uttered curses upon the
suspects as they successively appeared before him. Some of
the curses would afflict the wrongdoer with a severe disease,
and death in agony. The superstitious nature of the accused
men and women makes this form of rite extremely effective as
a means of determining guilt or innocence. It is presented as
a penalty in the sense that one who would not confess under
these conditions would presumably believe that the fate or fates
mentioned in the curses would befall him.44
The Gypsies possess no formal apparatus for enforcement
of penalties. Enforcement is based upon the acceptance by
the group of the decision of the Kris. The Kris has at its disposal, however, the power of the supernatural over the Gypsies. The threat of action by the Ancestor Spirits (Mule) is
an effective means of enforcement not available to the courts
of the general society.45
«ibid.
43 Ibid., pp. 176-79.
44
In the instant case, the guilty party remained silent. In later years
one of the accused women made what was presumed to be a confession
in sign language on her deathbed. Sign language was used because she
had lost the ability to speak. Clebert, op. cit., p. 179.
45 Ibid., p. 174.
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The reader has no doubt noted both similarities and differences between the Gypsy system of justice and the various
national and multinational systems. In balance, the differences
outweigh the similarities when a tally is made.
Like most judicial tribunals, the Kris possesses dignity and
solemnity that is supported by the bearing and demeanor of
the judges. However, part of the reverence for the Gypsy
court is attributable to the oral tradition which has enhanced
the men and decisions of prior courts. The setting of the Kris
in the commonplace encampment ground does not apparently
detract from that institution, but it does contrast severely
with the lofty physical attributes of the courts of many judicial systems.
Contrasts between the Kris and other court systems are
numerous. The judges of the Gypsy tribunals vary from sitting to sitting. Rules and decisions are transmitted by word
of mouth from memory; none are written or codified. The
procedure is less formal than usually found in courts.
The Gypsy judicial system is related to the specific history
and characteristics of that people. The Kris takes jurisdiction
over issues that are of special importance to Gypsies, as, for
example, the problems of transmitting disease in the encampments. Forms of punishment are tailored to the peculiar condition of Gypsies. Banishment, for instance, is much feared
because this sentence removes the protection of the group
from the accused.
Gypsy courts may invoke the supernatural to enforce penalties, in contrast to the alternatives of most courts. The belief
in curses and the power of the spirits of ancestors is so strong
that it provides both a powerful sanction and a deterrent to
wrongdoing. Such supernatural forces and the willingness of
the majority of the group to accept the rulings of the Kris
are limited bases for enforcement of decisions. There is no
other enforcement machinery available in the form of a police
force or extra-judicial arm of the court.
Issues for further study are evident. The internal judicial
systems, usually informal, of the various separatist minorities
might be investigated and described. These minorities include
the Mafia, the Amish and other conservative sects, migrant
workers, and others more extensively listed earlier in this writ-
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ing. These minorities might then be compared and contrasted
with each other. A further subject for comparison and contrast is the relationship between the characteristics commonly
found in these minority judiciaries and those commonly found
in the larger national and multinational systems.
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THE ROLE OF THE CHILDREN IN
THE BROTHERS KARAMAZOV
by Elizabeth B. Neatrour
In The Diary of a Writer Dostoevsky noted, "Children are
strange people; I dream about them—they appear in my visions." 1 The interest in children which this excerpt attests is
evident in much of the great writer's prose. Early works such
as "A Christmas Tree and a Wedding," Netochka Nezvanova,
and "The Little Hero" reveal Dostoevsky's concern with the
complexities of child psychology. Nellie in The Insulted and
Injured, Polenka in Crime and Punishment, the group of Swiss
children in The Idiot, and the early life of Dolgoruky in The
Raw Youth are later manifestations of the author's interest in
this theme. Many articles in The Diary of a Writer deal with
Dostoevsky's anxiety about the treatment, education, and helpless position of children. The "theme enfantin" finally reaches
its apogee in The Brothers Karamazov, where it is intricately
involved in the religious-philosophical message and in the structure of the work. The suffering of children; the feeling, innocence, purity, and impressionability of children; the influence of childhood remembrances; and the hope for the world
that is inherent in children—all these themes flow together in
the author's last work.
Beginning with his various drafts for The Idiot, where a
boys' club figures prominently, the artist turned his attention
more and more to children; in fact, in the January, 1876 issue
of The Diary of a Writer he announced his intentions to write
a book about them: "Even formerly, I always used to observe
children, but now I am especially observing them. Long ago
I set myself the ideal of writing a novel about contemporaneous Russian children and, of course, about their present-day
fathers, in their actual mutual interrelation."2 Perhaps this
project accounts for the multifarious observations related to
children in The Diary. In this work, which Mochulsky calls
1
F. M. Dostoevsky, The Diary of a Writer, trans, and ed. Boris
Brasol (New York, 1954), p. 166.
* Ibid., pp. 159-160.
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the "laboratory" of The Brothers Karamazov,3 Dostoevsky explores the suffering of children and their education. In sketches
that are based on newspaper accounts of court cases and of
horrendous crimes by Turks, he relates the cruelties that adults
inflict on little ones. Two cases that particularly captured his
attention and to which Ivan alludes in The Brothers Karamazov
were the Dyunkovsky case, which centers around the indictment of parents who grossly mistreated their children, frequently beating them, locking them in the toilet for long
periods of time, and neglecting both their food and clothing,4
and the Kroneberg case, which deals with a father who flogged
his seven-year-old daughter.5 The indolence, apathy, and inhumanity of these parents and their acquittal by jury appalled
Dostoevsky. He lambasted the eloquent skill of the lawyer
Spasovich in the Kroneberg case. He addressed the following
words to the lawyer;
Listen: we should not be taking pride in ourselves
over children—we are worse than they. And if we
teach them anything so that they be better, they, on
their part, are teaching us many a thing, and they,
too, are making us better merely by our contact with
them. They humanize our souls by their mere presence in our midst. . . .8
This passage is particularly pertinent to the role of the children
in The Brothers Karamazov. As Mochulsky points out, Dostoevsky employs the "angelic face" of the child in the sermons
of Father Zosima, the grotesque tales of sufferings inflicted
upon children in Ivan's dramatic argument against "God's
world," and the lawyer Spasovich as the prototype for Dmitry's
defense lawyer Fetvukovich.7
Prior to writing his last novel, Dostoevsky not only followed
closely the newspaper accounts of court cases, but he also
enlisted the help of friends, asking for detailed information
about child behavior. He sent this request to V. V. Mikhaylov,
a pedagogue:
3
Konstantin Mochulsky, 'Dostoevsky: His Life and Work, trans.
Michael A. Minihan (Princeton, N. J., 1967), p. 596.
4
Diary, pp. 763-771.
5 Ibid., pp. 210-211.
6
7

Ibid., p. 233.
Mochulsky, p. 558.
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In your letter, I was very interested in the fact that
you love children, have lived a great deal with children, and even now spend time with them. Well, here
is my request, dear Vladimir Vasilievich: I have
planned, and soon will begin a big novel in which,
among other things, children will play a large part,
especially young ones from 7 to 15 years, approximately. Many children will be introduced. I am
studying and have studied them all my life, love them
very much, and have some of my own. But the observations of a man such as yourself (I understand
this) will be invaluable to me. And so write me what
you yourself know about the children in Petersburg
. . . Things that happen, their habits, answers, words
and little sayings, traits of character, their relations to
their families, faith, misdeeds, and innocence; . . .
what you yourself know.8
In April, 1878, a month after the preceding letter was
written, Dostoevsky visited schools, orphanages, colonies of
delinquents, read pedagogical works, and even endeavored to
ascertain (according to his notes) "whether it is possible to
lie between the rails under a train when it is going full speed." 9
This episode is clearly the conception for Kolva Krasotkin's
escapade.
A particularly interesting item relating to the world of
children and to The Brothers Karcmmzov is a letter that the
author wrote to the students of Moscow. In this letter he
sought to define his position on the questions of fathers and
children and to give moral instructions.
... in my opinion, you are guilty of nothing. You are
only children of that "society" which you are now
forsaking, and which is a "lie from all sides." . . . But,
tearing himself away from society, and leaving it, our
student goes not to the people, but somewhere abroad
to "Europeanism," . . . and thus breaks off with the
people {narod} . . . And yet our whole salvation is in
the people, . . .10
Mochulsky discerns in these "moral instructions" the ideological plan for The Brothers Karamazov, according to him,
8
Letter to V. V. Mikhaylov, March 16, 1878. Translated by the
writer from the fourth volume of A. S. Dolinin's F. M. Dostoevsky,
Fis'ma [Letters], 4 vols. (Moscow-Leningrad, 1928, 1930, 1934, 1959).
9
Ernest J. Simmons, Dostoevsky: The Making of a Novelist (New
York, 1962), p. 329.
10
Letter to the students of Moscow, April 18, 1878, Fis'ma, IV, 17.
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Dostoevsky alludes to the fathers' responsibility for the tragedy
befalling children in the words "lie from all sides." 11 This
letter also foreshadows the antithesis of Ivan's position to that
of Alyosha: the former leaning towards "Europeanism" and
subsequently losing his faith in God, and the latter turning to
the people and believing in Christ.
That the "theme enfantin" haunted Dostoevsky while he was
creating his last work is demonstrated by the preceding citations from his Diary and from his letters. To show how he
actually incorporated his theme into his novel is the purpose
of the remainder of this study.
First, one aspect of this theme-that of children's sufferingplays an important part in the religious-ethical-philosophical
scheme. Concerned about the problems of God and immortality that have grown chiefly out of his inability to understand
the place of suffering in life, particularly in the lives of defenseless, innocent children, Ivan, in his conversation with Alyosha,
declares that he cannot accept God's world. To substantiate
his thesis and to prove that God either needs suffering for the
harmony of the universe or is guilty of outrageous neglect,
Ivan cites heart-rending anecdotes that describe the suffering
of innocent children such as the bestial cruelty of the Turks
who would catch babies on their bayonet points, the Kroneberg case, the parents who smeared a little girl with her own
excrement, and the general who ordered a pack of hounds to
tear a child to pieces before its mother's eyes. Saying "It's
not God that I don't accept" but his world, Ivan wishes to
"return" his ticket.12 He maintains that universal harmony is
not worth the tears of one little child. In a letter Dostoevsky
supported Ivan's accusation: "My hero puts forth a theme
which in my opinion is irrefutable: the senselessness of children's suffering and deduces from this the absurdity of all
historical reality."13 Zenkovsky contends that the ethical
maximalism of Ivan's revolt against God's world-that the
11

Mochulsky, p. 571.
F. M. Dostoevsky, The Brothers Karamazov, trans. Constance Garnett (New York, 1950), p. 291. Hereafter passages cited from this
edition will be identified by page number immediately following each
quotation.
13
Letter to N. A. Lyubimov, May 10, 1879, Pis'ma, IV, 53.
12
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suffering of children is "unacceptable to the moral consciousness"—is a theme that greatly agitated Dostoevsky.14
Two other examples of the recurring motif of children's
suffering in The Brothers Karamazov are Dmitry's vision and
Liza Khokhlakova's dream. Like Ivan, Dmitry cannot understand why children must suffer. After the preliminary investigation at Mokroe, he dreams of seeing by the roadside a
starving babe in its mother's arms, crying from cold and
hunger.15 Dmitry's dream, which has the effect of an ecstatic
vision on him, initiates his metamorphosis, leading him to a
sense of "fatherhood toward the little creature and brotherhood toward all suffering mankind." 16
An ironic restatement of Ivan's protest is Liza's telling
Alyosha how "nice" (xorosho), it would be to crucify a child
and then eat pineapple compote while listening patiently to
his groans and watching him die (p. 710). It is significant to
note that Liza related this tale to Ivan who agreed that it
would indeed be "nice" {xorosho) to eat the compote. Because Liza is a child suffering from masochistic tendencies and
because like Ivan, she has reviled God, her dream is especially
poignant and powerful. Robert Payne observes that Liza's
"nightmare is very close to the heart of the novel, for the
novel is concerned as much with the reason why God permits
the suffering of children as with the search for God the
Father." 17
The role of children is not relegated only to a philosophical
realm; children play an active part in the structure of the
novel. Although some readers may maintain that the chapters
dealing with the circle of schoolboys around Alyosha are unessential to the whole work, this part of the narrative actually
14

V. V. Zenkovsky, "Dostoevsky's Religious and Philosophical Views,"
in Dostoevsky, a Collection of Critical Essays, ed. Rene Wellek (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1962), pp. 139-140.
15
See A. A. Belkin, "Brat'ya Karamazovy," in Tvorchestvo F. M.
Dostoevskngo (Moscow, 1959), pp. 287-288. Belkin considers this tableau
one of the pictures most symbolic of suffering in the whole novel.
16
Richard B. Sewall, "The Brothers Karamazov," in The Vision of
Tragedy (New Haven, Conn., 1967), p. 113.
17
Robert Payne, Dostoevsky: A Human Fortran (New York, 1961),
p. 346.
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enhances the organic unity of the work, providing a dramatic
interlude in the rising action of the murder plot, both an echo
and contrast to the adult world, a development of the sub-plot
(Alyosha-Ilyusha-schoolboys), and an illumination of Alyosha's role in the novel. In Part II, Book IV, Chapter II, Dostoevsky introduces the boys in a cursory scene during which
Ilyusha bites Alyosha's finger. Later, after the tension built
up during the scene at Mokroe and during the preliminary investigation, the author deftly inserts the narrative, "The Boys,"
where the mood is very different from the hushed quality of
Father Zosima's teachings and the frenzied pace of the orgy
at Mokroe. The boys' actions convey a sense of present reality
and a breath of relief to the reader who has been subjected to
the sinuous excesses of the adult world.
Although Dostoevsky uses the children's world mainly as a
contrast to the adult world, he effectively employs Kolya
Krasotkin, a lovable mischief maker, as a scenic echo to Ivan.
In fact, Kolya, the boys' precocious young leader, seems to
be Ivan in an embryonic stage; he mirrors Ivan's thoughts and
behavior. Receptive to the liberal views of Ivan that Rakitin
proselytizes, Kolya casually mouths proclamations about socialism and Voltaire. He repeats material from books to which
Ivan refers frequently. His declaration to Alyosha, "if there
were no God, He would have to be invented" (p. 671), repeats word-for-word Ivan's assertion to Alyosha in the tavern
(p. 278). The young boy's impulsive observation to Alyosha,
"I am always fond of children" (p. 648), recalls Ivan's avowal
to Alyosha, "I am awfully fond of children" (p. 282). Perhaps
the most striking example of Kolya's "doubling Ivan" is that
the young boy's episode with the goose parallels Ivan's role
in the murder of his father. The child's escapade is a simplification of the complex problem of Ivan's guilt. In Kolya's case
the issue is clear: he plants the idea of the prank in the peasant's mind; the peasant executes the scheme by pulling the
horse and thereby killing the goose. The parallel includes
Kolya in the role of instigator—like Ivan, and the peasant in
the role of the instrument—like Smcrdyakov.
Kolya's family background and his psychological state also
somewhat resemble Ivan's. Both Kolya and Ivan are fatherless;
Kolya's father died when he was young, and Fyodor Pavlovich
rvas a father to Ivan in name only. Both have had an overly
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demonstrative or frenzied mother or female relative. Both
wage a battle against feeling and emotion. Condemning "sheepish sentimentality," Kolya tries not to display emotion among
his playmates; he endeavors to stifle all "emotional" behavior,
to remain aloof and indifferent to his mother and friends.
Detached and distant toward his family, Ivan holds himself
apart from people, fighting a furious battle with his intellectual
theories and his longing to believe in God. His rationality has
estranged him from others. Each lashes out at someone else
when he feels confused, insecure, and unable to resolve the
contradictions in his own nature. Both experience a mutual
attraction to Alyosha; both confide in him. Alyosha sees in
Kolya the same potentiality that Father Zosima noticed in
Ivan. Furthermore, Alyosha perceives that Kolya's rationalistic
struggles will bring suffering, "You know, Kolya, you will be
very unhappy in life" (p. 677). Father Zosima, recognizing
the brilliance of Ivan's mind and foreseeing that his relentless
search will bring suffering, suggests to Ivan that he may be
"most unhappy" (p. 79), and later that God has given Ivan
"a lofty heart capable of such suffering" (p. 80). Alyosha's
instinctive compassion, understanding, and good nature affect
these two differently; Ivan continues along his old path, but
Kolya, still young and impressionable, undergoes a transformation because of Alyosha.
It is in this relationship with Kolya, Ilyusha, and the other
boys that Alyosha fulfills the role of hero described by Dostoevsky in the "Introduction"; for it is only in this circle of
boys that Alyosha emerges as a victor or hero. With his
brothers, he is largely impotent, unable to rescue them from
the tragic realm in which they suffer. His father and brothers
love him, even consider him to be their conscience; however,
they proceed along their own paths, as if oblivious of him.
Consequently, Alyosha is incapable of altering the disastrous
chain of events. Although he tries to perform the "great
service in the world," which Father Zosima commanded (p.
87), he is largely ineffective and achieves external victory only
with the boys—a pointed contrast to his failure with his
brothers.
In his first encounter with the schoolboys Alyosha attempts
to substitute love for hate and hence initiates one sub-plot of
the novel: the transformation of the schoolboys' hatred for
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Ilyusha into love for him. When he endeavors to stop the
stoning of little Ilyusha, he begins his role as an instrument
of reconciliation and love and as a mediator between the children's world and the adult world. After Ilyusha bites him
painfully on the finger, Alyosha resolves to learn the cause of
the child's spiteful behavior. Ilyusha is, as Alyosha learns, an
innocent, suffering child, caught and humiliated amid the
struggles of adults. When Dmitry Karamazov dragged Captain Snegiryov down the street by the beard, Ilyusha, a proud
and brave boy, experienced more intense shame than his father.
Mortified by Dmitry's insult to his father, Ilyusha bit Alyosha
to wreak revenge on the Karamazov name and thereby avenge
the gross indignity that his father had suffered. Alyosha expiates his brother's insult to the Snegiryovs, accepts the suffering without malice, and talks to Ilyusha with understanding
and compassion. Thus, in a sense, he and Ilyusha are united
in their innocence and suffering. Although Alyosha thinks
that he has accomplished little during his first visit to the
Snegiryov home, he has actually begun his mission in the
world.
To create a sense of brotherhood in the group of schoolboys and to mediate the differences between Ilyusha and the
other boys, Alyosha is aware that he will need the help of
Kolya, the group's leader. In spite of his repetition of the
Ivan pattern, Kolya plays a more important role in the novel
as an agent of Alyosha's theories. Alyosha obliquely guides
Kolya as little by little the intelligent youth becomes aware
of his own involvement in Ilyusha's sickness and estrangement.
Because of Alyosha's quiet meditation, intuitive compassion, and
personal charm, Kolya becomes the principal force in reconciling the differences between Ilyusha and the other boys, in
transforming hatred into love, and in producing a feeling of
brotherhood in the little group. The respective positions of
Kolya and Ilyusha in the group of schoolboys are reminiscent
of the "commanding" and the "reserved and segregated" children whom Dostoevsky observed around a Christmas tree at
the Artists' Club.18
The denouement of the sub-plot centering around the
schoolboys and the culmination of Alyosha's role in the novel
occur in the final chapter, which has greater significance and
18

Diary, p. 162.
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implications than being "tacked on" simply to end the novel
on a "note of joy." It contains a summation and possible resolutions or ameliorations to some of the deepest conflicts in the
book. Alyosha's speech to the children after Ilyusha's funeral
is the apogee of his role as a teacher and missionary of God's
kingdom. Standing at Ilyusha's favorite haunt, a big stone,
Alyosha lays the foundations for a brotherhood of man and
affirms the idea of resurrection. He points out to the boys that
little Ilyusha suffered and died for them. Through their
friendship with this "kind-hearted, brave boy" (p. 938), the
children have become purified and have gained an understanding of human brotherhood. As Mochulsky observes, this new
brotherhood, unlike the socialist community, will be based
on "personality and love." 19 In the spirit of his teacher, Father
Zosima, saintly Alyosha teaches the boys: ". . . let us remember how good it was once here, when we were all together,
united by a good and kind feeling which made us, for the time
we were loving the poor boy, better perhaps than we are"
(p. 938). Spurred on by Kolya's question, Alyosha reaffirms
the idea of the resurrection.
Alyosha's spiritual nature has an effect on the boys that it
never attained with Dmitry and Ivan. The complete conversion
of these two to Alyosha's beliefs would "have strained credibility and have left an artistic flaw upon the entire work,"
as Amend maintains in his study of The Brothers Karamazov.20
However, the boys' full acceptance of Alyosha's teachings is
altogether feasible. Their shout "Hurrah for Karamazov!" at
the end of the novel symbolizes that they are embracing all that
Alyosha represents; the embodiment of the Christian ideals of
love and the acceptance of the world and of man's condition
as its creature. Without the sub-plot centered around the
children, Dostoevsky probably could not have brought the
"Alyosha theme" to its full development.
Inherent in Dostoevsky's characterization of the children is
a contrast between their realm and the world of adults. Children have their own law, based on intuition and love. Their
judgments are founded on feelings rather than rationality.
Consequently, it is plausible that had they been Dmitry's prose19

Mochulsky, p. 630.
Victor E. Amend, "Theme and Form in The Brothers Kcrramazov,"
Modern Fiction Studies, IV (Autumn, 1958), 245.
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cutors, they would have exculpated him. Furthermore, the
simplicity of Alyosha's speech at Ilyusha's stone contrasts
greatly to the calculated eloquence of the prosecutor at
Dmitry's trial. The actions and emotions of the children at
Ilyusha's grave are symbolic of their acceptance of God's imperfect world. They vow never to forget that Ilyusha did
not suffer in vain—that he died for them. The children's expression of active love and faith in the brotherhood of man
is directly opposed to Ivan's major thesis that he could not
accept a world in which there is unexpiated suffering of the
innocent. They are an incarnation of the "we are responsible
for all" idea, a doctrine that Father Zosima preached. A bond
of true friendship, a feeling of brotherhood, exists among them
that is largely absent in the adult world. Moreover, the pretenses of "grown-ups" are missing in the children's realm.
When Ilyusha stones Alyosha, they cry out candidly: "He
aimed it at you, he meant it for you. You are Karamazov,
Karamazov!" (p. 210). At this point the children associate
violence (the stoning) with the name Karamazov, at the end
of the novel they redeem this name by associating it with
good: "Karamazov, we love you!" (p. 939). These two scenes
show the spontaneity of children as opposed to the calculated
movements and speeches of adults such as Ivan and Katerina
Ivanovna.
The children's world in The Brothers Karamazov and Alyosha's role in it recall Prince Myshkin's relationship to the
Swiss children in The Idiot. The Prince teaches the children
who first ridiculed Marie to be compassionate and love her;
Alyosha teaches the boys to love Ilyusha. The Swiss children
mourn Marie's death; the schoolboys are filled with sorrow for
their dead comrade. In both novels the children function as
a little chorus apart from the adult world. It is interesting to
observe that in plans for both The Idiot and The Brothers
Karamazov Dostoevsky noted that the Prince and Alyosha
would lead the children in discussing serious questions. Prince
Myshkin and his "children's club" would judge the actions of
adults and would transform the world by their influence; in
fact, Rogozhin would confess his crime to the young tribunal.21
According to one plan for The Brothers Karamazov, Alyosha
would talk to the little boys about deep philosophical ques21
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tions—the situation of humanity in the tenth century, the
devil, Christ's temptation in the desert, even future socialism.22
If Dostoevsky had employed these "serious" topics in the definitive version of his novel, very likely he would have created
a gallery of Kolya Krasotkins, children who talk like adults
but act like children.
Many parallels can be drawn between the Prince and Alyosha. Both are first stoned by children who later come to love
them and follow their teachings; both attract children because of their own "childlike innocence" and understanding;
both refer to little ones as birds.23 Finally, both achieve their
only real success with children, and for both children stand
at the center of God's concern and God's universe. These
two "good, childlike" men represent a rejection of Ivan's
thesis that God neglects children.
The reasons for Alyosha's success with children (and the
same reasons apply to Prince Myshkin) are important for a
comprehension of Dostoevsky's religious and ethical views.
The first reason is that both Alyosha and the children base
their judgments on feelings, on the heart rather than the mind.
They seem to recognize goodness intuitively. In spite of their
parents' warnings, the little children slip out to be with Kolya
and Ilyusha, and hence transform Ilyusha's last days into happy
ones. Their actions are governed by a love that Zenkovsky
says "exceeds the boundaries of both rationality and reason." 24
Second, both Alyosha and the children have an outlook on
life that is in harmony with the view of regeneration in the
present. An important Bible verse for Dostoevsky is found in
Matthew 18:3—"Except ye be converted, and become as little
children, ye shall not enter into the Kingdom of Heaven." In
discussing Dostoevsky's attitude toward children, Andre Gide
quotes La Bruyere: "Little children have neither past nor
22 Ibid., p. 575.
23
See F. M. Dostoevsky, The Idiot, trans. David Magarshack (Baltimore, 1961), pp. 94-95. Prince Myshkin says: "I call them little birds
because there is nothing better than a bird in the world." See also The
Brothers Karamazov, p. 938. Alyosha says: "My little doves—let me call
you so, for you are very like them, those pretty blue birds, . . ."
24
Zenkovsky, p. 141.
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future, for they live in the present." 26 This conception of
regeneration or resurrection is a recurring theme throughout
Dostoevsky's works. In the story "A Little Boy at Christ's
Christmas Iree" from The Diary of a Writer, a poor, little,
hungry hoy who dies from cold and overexposure is led by
Christ to a "children's paradise" and a dazzling Christmas
tree. Around the Christmas tree are disinherited little boys and
girls and their mothers too. This image of resurrection is repeated in Alyosha's vision of the marriage in Cana of Galilee.
Rigorously tested by the putrefaction of Father Zosima's body
and by the consequent malicious gossip in the village and in the
monastery, Alyosha's faith is restored when he hears Father
Paisy reading over Father Zosima's body the story of the marriage in Cana. He falls asleep and imagines that Father Zosima
beckons him to join in the wedding feast at Cana and to see
'our Sun." Christ, the dazzling Christmas tree, becomes "our
Sun" in Alyosha's dream. Both visions represent the same
radiant victory over death, the resurrection.
The third reason for Alyosha's success with little ones
concerns the innocence of children, their state of purity. In
The Diary Dostoevsky develops this idea eloquently: "Listen:
we should not be taking pride in ourselves over children—we
are worse than they. . . . They humanize our souls by their
mere presence in our midst." 26 Ivan, in talking to Alyosha,
emphasizes that grown-ups "have eaten the apple and know
good and evil" but that "children haven't eaten anything, and
are so far innocent . . . they must not suffer for another's sins,
and especially such innocents" (p. 282). Perhaps Dostoevsky
intended to underline the innocence and purity of children by
the juxtaposition of the terrible odor and rapid decomposition
of Father Zosima's body to the absence of smell from Ilyusha's
body (p. 931). Father Zosima's words about children also
substantiate their state of innocence and grace; "Love children
especially, for they too are sinless like the angels; they live to
soften and purify our hearts and as it were to guide us. Woe
to him who offends a child!" (p. 383). In The Idiot Prince
25
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"It is through children that the soul is

Two other striking examples of the redeeming power of
children are Dmitry's dream and "The Dream of a Ridiculous
Alan," the latter from The Diary of a Writer. Dmitry's dream
about the cold, starving infant initiates his metamorphosis.
Later he declares: "It's for the babe I'm going. Because we
are all responsible for all. ... All are 'babes.' I go for all,
because someone must go for all. I didn't kill father, but I've
got to go. I accept it" (p. 720). In the latter story we find that
the suffering of a little girl arouses the "ridiculous man" from
his mental stupor. Because of the child for whom he feels pity,
the "ridiculous man' comes to reject a rationalistic view of
life and to embrace the emotion of love.28 Mochulsky considers this sketch the synthesis of Dostoevsky's religious philosophy and of his conception of the world, an affirmation of
the second coming of Christ.29
Throughout The Brothers Karamazov, as in The Idiot, there
is the reappearing idea of children as impressionable, sensitive
creatures, the hope for a better world, and the incarnation of
a sense of brotherhood. Gide maintains that Dostoevsky portrays children as beings who can be molded; "It seems to be
the genesis of feelings that interests him chiefly, for he depicts
them as indistinct, in their larval state, so to speak." 30 The
Diary contains many passages that reflect the power of childhood memories. Alyosha and Father Zosima are also aware of
the impressionable equalities in children. In talking to other
monks Father Zosima recalls the value of childhood memories
(p. 346). In his speech at Ilyusha's stone, Alyosha echoes Father
Zosima and alludes to the saving power of these childhood
memories:
. . . A ou must know that there is nothing higher and
stronger and more wholesome and good for life in
the future than some good memory, especially a memory of childhood, of home. People talk to you a great
deal about your education, but some good, sacred
27
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memory, preserved from childhood, is perhaps the
best education. If a man carries many such memories
with him into life, he is safe to the end of his days, . . .
(p. 938)

This same idea of the extraordinary power of childhood memories is reflected in Grushenka's story about the onion and Dr.
Herzenstube's gift of a pound of nuts to young Dmitry. The
folk legend of the "little onion" that Grushcnka remembers
from early childhood and relates to Alyosha, after being saved
by the young man, represents a charitable act that leads to
redemption. At the trial Dr. Herzenstube testifies that Dmitry
has a good heart on the sole basis that Dmitry remembers a
pound of nuts, a gift that the doctor gave him in childhood.
Father Zosima's transformation from a reckless young rake
who delighted in drunkenness, debauchery, and deviltry to a
saintly man is another poignant example of the propitious influence of childhood remembrances. Just before going to a
duel he recalled his dying brother's words "we are each responsible to all for all," a statement he had heard when he
was about eight (p. 356). This memory, which resulted in
his understanding of man's mission to be a brother to his
fellowman, was the turning point in his life.
The harm that might result from unwholesome childhood
memories also concerns Dostoevsky. In The Brothers Kctramazov he depicts two people who corrupt children's minds. The
evil trick that Smerdyakov taught Ilyusha to play on dogs later
caused the little boy to suffer greatly and actually accelerated
his death. Rakitin also figures as a corrupter of young minds,
infecting Kolya with adulterations of Ivan's ideas.
It is appropriate that Dostoevsky viewed the memories of
children as a major factor in determining what kind of adult
a child would become. He assigned to each of the brothers
Karamazov from birth a predominant trait that shaped their
lives. The statement that Dmitry was "the only one of Fyodor
Pavlovich's three sons who grew up in the belief that he had
property" (p. 8) suggests Mitya's materialistic nature. Ivan,
the intellectual concerned with teleological problems, "began
very early, almost in his infancy (so they say at least), to
show a brilliant and unusual aptitude for learning" (p. 13).
Alyosha, a monk and mystic dedicated to bringing the Kingdom of God on earth through the precepts of love and the
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brotherhood of man, "was simply an early lover of humanity"
(p. 16). Of Smerdyakov, the illegitimate son who murdered
his father, Dostoevsky wrote: "In his childhood he was very
fond of hanging cats, and burying them with great ceremony"
(p. 147).
Implicit in the complex of the entire novel is the importance
of a considerate relationship between parents and children, the
necessity of parents' setting a good example for their children.
Fetyukovich, the defense attorney, discusses the meaning of
fatherhood: ". . . the father is not merely he who begets the
child, but he who begets it and does his duty by it" (p. 903).
Obviously Fyodor Pavlovich was never a father to his sons.
The contrast between the Karamazovs and the wretched but
innocent Snegiryovs is conspicuous. The tender and affectionate relationship between father and son in the Snegiryov family
is completely absent among the Karamazovs. The ill effects of
being fatherless are evident in Kolya Krasotkin and Liza
Khokhlakova.31 Dostoevsky does present in the novel an ideal
father-son relationship; that which exists between Father
Zosima and Alyosha and also the rapport between Alyosha and
the children. By teaching love and understanding and by setting an example, Father Zosima and Alyosha embody the advice that Dostoevsky gives parents in The Diary: "You forgot
that their childish little souls require constant, uninterrupted
contact with your parents' souls; that spiritually you always
will be for them, so to speak, on a mountain as an object of
love, of genuine respect and beautiful imitation.32
It is in the children of The Brothers Karamazov, representative of children everywhere, that Dostoevsky places hope for
the future. His treatment of children in this novel reflects an
earlier declaration in The Diary: "But little children—they are
the future, and one loves only the future! Who bothers about
the present? —Of course, not I and, certainly, not you. This
is why one loves children more than anything." 33 In their
world of feeling and love, their innocence, purity, and impressionability, Dostoevsky envisions a better society. An article
31

The latter's strange behavior, her masochism and pathological
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entitled " The Land and the Children" in The Diary describes
a bond between the children and the land that would create a
paradise on earth.34 Mochulsky sees in this article a synopsis
of the role that children play in The Brothers Karamazov.
Dostoevsky's "earthly paradise" opens like a mystical flower on the "holy" land, in the bosom of Mother
Earth—the Mother of God. Therefore, the theme of
children is united in his work with the theme of land,
[and] forms a consecrated Trinity: paradise—childre?i—the earth?5
In Alyosha's speech at Ilyusha's stone, a synthesis of the
world of children, Dostoevsky incorporates the idea of a "paradise on earth." Through the children's feeling of brotherhood,
he offers a thematic solution to the plot complications of a
search for God the father and to Ivan's accusation that God
has forgotten children. Thus, Dostoevsky uses the children to
end the novel with a scene that is affirmative and restorative
but not decisive. He gives us a vision of the world as it
should be, not as it is.
34
35

See Diary, pp. 416-418.
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A THEORETICAL NOTE ON THE
PHILLIPS CURVE
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Associate Professor, Economics
I he effectiveness of conventional monetary and fiscal policy
with respect to controlling unemployment and inflation hinges
on the presence of a stable price-employment relationship.
This relationship, usually referred to as the "Phillips Curve,"
is based on empirical data for the annual rates of inflation and
unemployment, both expressed in percentage terms.1
Graphically the Phillips curve appears as an inverse relationship such as the curve presented in Figure 1. It is generally
recognized that both the position and shape of the curve are
not completely invariant. The consensus of most economists
writing on the subject, however, is that the relationship as
presented in Figure 1 is sufficiently valid and stable to serve
as a guide for economic policy decisions.2 Accepting the general validity of the relationship as represented, "excessive" unemployment could be reduced by adopting expansionary fiscal
and monetary policies. Conversely, excessive inflation could
be brought under control at the cost of some increase in unemployment.
If the basic underlying forces which generate the Phillips
curve can be shown by theoretical analysis to be consistent
with the tendency to produce a stable relationship, then the
empirical Phillips curve can serve as a satisfactory basis for
macroeconomic policy with respect to the trade-off between
unemployment and inflation. If, on the other hand, the theoretical basis for the Phillips curve itself is subject to serious
1

The Phillips curve was originally developed in 1958 by Professor
A. W. Phillips based on empirical data for annual percentage rates of
money wage changes and unemployment for the United Kingdom for
the period 1861-1913. More recent works generally have substituted
price level changes for changes in money wage rates.
2
Humphrey, Thomas M., "Changing Views of the Phillips Curve,"
The Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Monthly Review, July 1973,
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FIGURE 1 H3ILLIPS CURVE FOR THE UNITED STATES 1960-1969
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SOURCE; ECONOMIC REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT, FEBRUARY 1971.
question, then observed relationships such as that presented in
Figure 1 may be more accidental than systematically generated
and policy measures based thereon may be frustrated.
The purpose of this paper is to show that the usual set of
assumptions underlying static macroeconomic general equilibrium theory necessarily lead to the prediction of a stable
inverse relationship between unemployment and inflation, i.e.,
to a negatively sloped Phillips curve. Conventional expansionary or contractionary fiscal and monetary policies are shown
to generate movements along the Phillips curve, providing for
a trade-off between unemployment and inflation.
This predicted result is not entirely consistent with recently
observed price level changes and employment data, however.
Higher prices generally have been accompanied by increases,
rather than reductions, in unemployment. During the four
year period 1969 through 1972, the consumer price index rose
from 109.8 to 125.3, while unemployment rose from 3.5 per-
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cent of the work force in 1969 to a high of 5.9 percent in 1971
and averaged 5.6 percent for 1973.3
It is argued in the paper that the stable relationship predicted
by the theory and which is not supported by recent data,
derives from the assumption that the aggregate production
function is characterized by diminishing returns to labor with
full utilization of all capital stock. Alternate assumptions of
fixed resource combinations in use and production characterized by constant returns to scale results in the model's predictions being not inconsistent with observed data, but at the
cost of its not providing a theoretical basis for the presence of
any stable price-employment relationship.
The Theoretical Basis for the Phillips Curve
A stable Phillips curve can be derived within the framework
of a conventional static macroeconomic general equilibrium
model. Such a model with conventional notation is presented
in panels a, b, and c of Figure 2. In panel a the intersection
of the IS and LM curves reflects simultaneous equilibrium in
the real product and money markets, generating initial equilibrium output and interest rates of Yi, and ii, respectively.
The initial output level is translated into an initial level of
employment, Ni, by the aggregate production function in
panel b. Panel c shows the labor market to be in equilibrium
where the demand for labor is its marginal product curve
derived from the production function and the supply curve
for labor is shown as a horizontal line reflecting the usual assumption of non-competitively determined money wages rates.
Given an equilibrium in the money, real product and labor
markets, the securities market must also be in equilibrium by
Walras' law. An initial price level of Pi, expressed as a
weighted index of all prices, is shown to be generated by the
intersection of the aggregate demand and supply schedules in
panel d which is an adjunct to the macroeconomic general
equilibrium as usually represented. The inclusion of panel d
facilitates the presentation of the argument by providing explicitly for a simultaneous analysis of changes in prices and
employment which in turn provides the basis for the Phillips
curve.
z Economic Report of the President, 1973, pp. 223, 244.
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FIGURE 2 HYPOTHETICAL HACROECONQMIC GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL
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Panel e of Figure 2 provides a sec of axes defining a space
on which a relationship such as the Phillips curve can be
plotted. Any given level of employment such as N,, can he
expressed as a percentage of full employment, Nf, and can he
plotted as a percentage of unemployment on the horizontal
axis of panel e. The equilibrium price level, P,, shown in
panel d and expressed in terms of a weighted index, can be
converted to an annual percentage change in prices and plotted
on the vertical scale in panel e. Thus a point such as A in
panel e indicates a particular combination of unemployment
and inflation rates, i.e., a point on the Phillips curve consistent
with an initial general equilibrium solution of the model.
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Additional points on the curve can be generated by introducing appropriate policy measures and tracing the effects of
these disturbances through the model. The case of simultaneous expansion of the money supply and increased government
spending is shown in Figure 3. The initial equiliberia are shown
as in Figure 2. Outward shifts in the IS and LM curves in
panel a of Figure 3 reflect expansionary fiscal and monetary
policies, respectively. Appropriate adjustments within the
model are shown along with a new set of equilibrium values
for the endogenous variables and a second point such as B is
generated on the Phillips curve. Point B lies above and to the
FIGURE 3 HYPOTHETICAL DERIVATION OF THE PHILLIPS CURVE
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left of Point A reflecting the rise in prices accompanying an
increase in spending and the associated increase in output and
reduction in unemployment. A locus of all points such as A
and B traces out the theoretical counterpart of the empirical
Phillips curve.
Stability in the Labor Market
The preceding analysis shows that conventional macroeconomic theory does provide for a determinate Phillips curve
and that the use of conventional monetary and fiscal policy can
be expected to produce socially acceptable trade-offs between
unemployment and inflation. Crucial to these conclusions,
however, is the presence of a determinate and stable equilibrium in the labor market. It is to this question of stability
that the reader's attention is now directed.
Consider the aggregate production function in panel b of
Figures 2 and 3 and its derivative, the demand curve for labor,
in panel c. For a determinate equilibrium in the labor market
to obtain, the demand curve for labor must be downward
sloping. The shape of the demand curve as drawn necessarily
follows from the assumption of diminishing returns to labor
holding capital constant. If production is not so characterized
however, the demand curve for labor may be so altered as to
preclude a determinate equilibrium in the labor market. In that
event, a stable Phillips curve cannot be derived from the model
and conventional policy measures will not necessarily result
in the expected trade-off between inflation and unemployment.
To demonstrate this point, assume that production is characterized by constant returns to scale. This means that the
resources, capital and labor, will be combined in fixed combinations rather than variable amounts of labor being utilized.
Constant returns to scale normally is a long run concept.
Production in the short run may be so characterized, however,
either because of technological constraints that require fixed
proportions or because the firm finds it most profitable to
maintain constant proportions.
If the technical process of production dictates fixed proportions, then reductions in labor employed (increased unemployment) will be accompanied by reductions in the services of
capital actually utilized creating excess capacity. As employ-
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ment is increased, so is utilization of existing capital equipment, in proportion, up to the limit of full capacity or full
employment, which ever comes first.
Constant factor proportions might also result from the firm's
tendency to minimize production costs for any given level of
output. Consider the case where the firm employs both capital
and labor in variable proportions and where services of labor
tend to be variable in acquisition and those of capital fixed.
Then the firm will minimize costs by reducing the services
of labor, both acquired and used, and increasing proportionately the services of capital used so long as the value of the
marginal product of capital exceeds its user cost, up to the
limit of the capital services available. On the limit the firm
will combine capital and labor such that the marginal product
of capital approaches zero and the marginal product of labor
approaches its average product and the latter is at its maximum.
This follows from the firm's viewing the services of capital,
which have already been acquired and for which there may
be no alternative use in the short run, as essentially a free
resource while the services of labor increase production costs
with each additional unit acquired and put into use. Under
these conditions the firm will make proportionate adjustments
in the levels of both factor services in use by increasing or reducing the amount of labor employed and by placing in use
or leaving idle the services of capital up to the limit of the
services embodied in the capital stock already acquired. The
firm is viewed as moving along the isocline for which the
marginal rate of substitution of capital for labor is zero as it
adjusts output in response to short run changes in market demand conditions.
In both cases just described, the firm will tend to use capital
and labor in constant proportions although for somewhat different reasons. If production in the aggregate is so characterized for either or both reasons and if constant returns to
scale does prevail, then the production function for labor, with
appropriate adjustments in the level of capital utilization, will
be a straight line passing through the origin of panel b.
1 lie marginal product of labor will now be a constant and
the associated marginal product curve will be coincident with
the average product curve and will appear as a horizontal line
in panel c for the range of employment levels not to exceed
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full employment associated with the range of capital services
in use from zero to full utilizations of all capital stock.4 At
this point, if there is still excess labor, its marginal product
will drop to zero.
The effect of these modifications on the labor market is illustrated in Figure 4. There is no demand curve for labor
and no equilibrium real wage, only an area bounded by the
coincident average and marginal product curves, designated as
R on the verticle axis, and the employment level for which the
marginal product of labor drops to zero, designated as K on
the horizontal axis. Real wages will not rise above OR and
employment will not exceed OK. There is no unique real wage
associated with any prevailing level of employment. '1 he level
of employment is determined by the level of output established simultaneously in the real product and money markets
and translated through the production function but there is no
determinate real wage.
The rectangle ORJK represents the total product of labor
and capital, just as does the area under the marginal product
(demand) curve in panel c of Figures 2 and 3. But unlike the
FIGURE 4 HYPOTHETICAL INDETERMINANCY
IN THE LABOR MARKET DUE TO CRTS
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These are "gross" product curves reflecting the assumption that
appropriate adjustments in the level of capital services in use are made
in accordance with the fixed factor proportions requirement.
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case in panel c where each factor's share is uniquely determined, Figure 4 provides for no unique distribution of total
product between the two factors. If OV represents the level
of employment as described in the preceding paragraph, then
the real wage will be established at some point on the line VT.
Real wages will not rise to equality with the marginal product
of labor at T because to do so would imply that the share
of total product distributed to non-labor resources is zero.
Employment would be established at some level less than OK
because at K the marginal product of labor becomes zero, a
condition that is most unlikely in an industrialized economy.
The most that can be said is that a negotiated settlement will
occur in some area such as the neighborhood of point D. At
point D labor s share is OWDV. But the precise position of
D and the resultant distributive shares will be determined by
the bargaining strengths of the two groups with no inherent
tendency toward any unique equilibrium within some undefined neighborhood around point D. Given an initial distribution such as D, subsequent negotiations and/or other exogenous disturbances could lead to a movement away from D
in any direction. Movements to the southeast or northwest,
associated with rising or falling prices, respectively, would be
consistent with the theoretical Phillips curve as derived above.
But movements to the southwest, reflecting increases in both
prices and unemployment, are equally plausible and such results
are consistent with recently observed price and employment
data.
The Purpose of Theory
A theory—any theory—is an explanation of some process or
phenomenon. Generally the phenomenon which the theory
purports to explain is not completely understood in every
detail and is itself not immune to changes. Therefore the theory
is said to be tentative and subject to modification in view of
new knowledge or increased understanding. The explanation
provided by the theory necessarily is simplified, i.e., it abstracts
from a considerable amount of detail that in fact is a part of
the real phenomena being explained. The process of simplification requires that certain assumptions be made. The reasoning from these assumptions to conclusions (the explanation
of the given phenomenon) must be logically valid. It is not
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essential for either the assumptions or each step in the reasoning process to be completely realistic in the sense of closely
resembling their real world counterparts. It is not even essential for each theoretical concept to have a real world counterpart. Rather, for the theory to be useful, it is necessary
only that the explanation of the phenomenon represented by
the theory, and the results, conclusions and predictions derived
therefrom, be consistent with observed data which in turn
can be related to identifiable causal factors. Although the
results and/or predictions of a theory necessarily must follow
logically from the initial assumptions, the test of usefulness
of the theory focuses on the validity of the explanatory results
(conclusions) and/or on the power of prediction, not on the
realism of the underlying assumptions. Therefore the question
of whether or not an assumption is realistic is somewhat misplaced. The assumptions of variable proportions and the full
utilization of all capital which underlie the aggregate production function are questioned, not on the grounds of their being
unrealistic, but on the grounds that the theory based thereon
necessarily leads to predictions that are at variance with observed data. The case for the alternate assumptions does not
rest on their being more realistic but rather on their leading
to a theory which provides a superior explanation of the real
phenomena being represented and which will predict results
that are not inconsistent with observed data.
Conclusions and Implications
The analysis in this paper leads to the conclusions that if
the services of labor and capital tend to be combined in relatively fixed proportions and if constant returns to scale prevails, then there may be no determinate equilibrium real wage
and no stable relationship between the price level and the level
of employment.5 While the argument as presented rests pri5

The presence of a verticle long run Phillips curve occurring at the
"natural" rate of unemployment, or at some other level, is accepted by
a number of authors in particular Friedman, [5], but the consensus in
the literature is not universal; see, e.g., Ackerlof, [1]. The question of
short run stability in the literature, if raised at all, usually focuses on the
failure to take into account a sufficient number of shift parameters in
a dynamic model rather than considering the possibility of an inherent
indeterminancy resulting from the conditions of production as outlined
in this paper. In particular, see Hansen [6], Flannagan [4] and Ross and
Wachter [10]. The above approach, while considerably less elegant, is
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marily on the conditions of production, the general nature
of the results do not require that these conditions hold completely. Other forces work, in practice, to produce essentially
the same indeterminate results. These include (1) the adoption of labor saving technology, (2) income maintenance programs, and (3) the general provision of cost-of-living pay increases. Labor saving technology tends to increase unemployment, although the magnitude of the effect is unknown. It
also provides the potential, but not the assurance, of higher
real wages. Income maintenance programs (transfer payments)
which provide families with a minimum level of purchasing
power put upward pressure on prices without the source of
that purchasing power being directly associated with the production of goods and services or the employment of labor,
finally, the granting of cost-of-living pay increases tends to
result in rising prices being translated into higher wages rather
than expanded output and employment. To these tendencies
could be added the observation that as the economy shifts in
the direction of providing a relatively large proportion of
"services," as contrasted to "goods" in the total output mix,
the production function and the marginal product of labor
themselves become less operational, i.e., neither the labor input
nor the service output can be measured very accurately and
the transformation process itself is less well understood than
in the case of physical resources and products.
The essential impact of these forces on the labor market is
to produce a condition of indeterminancy similar to that represented in Figure 4. That condition in turn leads to the conclusion that conventional economic policy designed to produce
a trade-off between inflation and unemployment will not necessarily, and perhaps will not very likely, produce the expected
results.
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Studies concerned with the reading achievement of the
mentally retarded most often report that they read below their
mental age.1 Some reading authorities attribute the reading
problems of the retarded to instruction which is not paced to
their slow development.2 Theorists who do not agree with
"fixed" pace intelligence ideas view the capacity to learn as a
composite of many language and perceptual skills that are essentially learned and can be improved.3 Unevenly developed
learning abilities could be a major cause of reading disabilities
among the mentally retarded.
Retarded children whose environment or educational background is responsible for the uneven development of their unA revision of a paper presented to the 1972 American Educational Research Association (AERA) Annual Meeting, at Chicago, Illinois, April,
* Dr. M. S. Tseng co-authored the original paper which was presented
to AERA by Dr. Merlin.
1
Samuel A. Kirk, "Research in Education," Mental Retardation: A
Review of Research, eds. Harvey A. Stevens and Rick Heber (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1964), pp. 72-73.
2
Guy L. Bond and Miles A. Tinker, Reading Difficulties: Their Diagnosis and Correction, (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1957), p.
3

J. McVicker Hunt, "The Psychological Basis for Using Pre-School
Enrichment as an Antidote for Cultural Deprivation," Pre-School Today,
ed. Fred M. Hechinger, (New York: Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1966)'
pp. 25-72.
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derlying perceptual and conceptual structures could be viewed
as learning disability cases rather than simply slow developers.
Reading disability cases are often associated with learning disabilities. The concept of learning disabilities implies that uneven development can be discovered through testing and is
remediable through education.4
The Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities (ITPA) was
developed to aid in the identification of learning capacities of
children with various types of learning problems.5 The ITPA
has been mentioned as an instrument which could be used as
a basis for diagnosis and prescription in teaching programs for
the mentally retarded.6 Some writers propose that special education programs adapt individualized remedial reading methods
matching the learning profiles of the retarded to particular
remedial reading approaches.7
PURPOSE
The major purpose of this investigation was to determine
why some public school mental retardates (IQ 50-80) learn
to read while others do not through a study of the learning and
reading characteristics of Educable Mentally Retarded (EMR)
good readers and poor readers, A secondary purpose concerned a study of the diagnostic capabilities of the instruments
used to evaluate the various skills of the EMR students. The
study attempted to answer the following questions: (1) What
psycholinguistic and reading strengths and weaknesses are
present in public school EMR good readers compared to
EMR poor readers? (2) What psycholinguistic and reading
measures are most capable of diagnosing the learning and reading problems of public school EMR students?
4

Samuel A. Kirk, "Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities, Its Origin
and Implications," Learning Disorders, Vol. 3, ed. Jerome Hellmuth
(Seattle, Washington: Special Child Publications, Inc., 1968), pp. 397399.
B Ibid.
8
Lloyd M. Dunn, "Special Education for the Mildly Retarded—Is
Much of it Justifiable?," Exceptional Children, 35:11-18, September, 1968.
7
Patricia A. Cegelka and Walter A. Cegelka, "A Review of Research:
Reading and the Educable Mentally Handicapped," Exceptional Children, 37:187-200, November, 1970.
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HYPOTHESES
1 he following null hypotheses were tested in this study:

(1) There will be no significant difference between EMR
good readers and poor readers on the following measures:
ITPA Representational level subtests, Automatic level subtests,
Auditory subtests, \ isual subtests, Composite Psycholinguistic
Age scores, and the individual subtests of the ITPA: Auditory
Reception, Visual Reception, Visual Sequential Memory, Auditory Association, Auditory Sequential Memory, Visual Association, \ isual Closure, Verbal Expression, Grammatic Closure,
Manual Expression, Auditory Closure, and Sound Blending;
Spachc Diagnostic Reading Scales subtests: Word Recognition, Instructional Level, Independent Level, Potential Level
and the average reading score of all the Spache subtests except
Potential Level.
(2) There will be no significant correlation between the
average reading scores on the Spache Diagnostic Reading Scales
and the ITPA Psycholinguistic Age Scores, the Representational Level, the Automatic Level, the Visual subtests, the
Auditory subtests, the individual ITPA subtest scores, the individual Spachc subtests scores, Chronological Age, Mental
Age and Intelligence Quotient.
METHOD
The subjects in this study were 50 educable mentally retarded, all white, drawn from a population of 162 students in
the intermediate and junior high school classes for the mentally
retarded in a southwestern Pennsylvania school district.
Twenty-five were good readers (16 males, 9 females) and 25
were poor readers (19 males, 6 females) making a total of 50
subjects.
PROCEDURES
All subjects were within the criteria established for the selection of the sample as follows: CA between 10.6 and 15.6
years; a minimum MA of 6.5; educable mentally retarded IQ
57-80; free from any physical and sensory handicaps.
The subjects' reading expectancy was estimated by their
mental age less five years.8 Poor readers achieved an average
8
Eddie C. Kennedy, Teacher's Manual: Remedial Reading, (Parsons,
West Virginia: McClain Printing Co., 1970), p. 107.
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reading grade below 2.5 as measured by the Spache Diagnostic
Reading Scales. They achieved a minimum of six months below
a second grade reading expectancy and one year below a third
grade expectancy. Good readers achieved an average reading
grade of 3.0 or above as measured by the Spache Diagnostic
Reading Scales, with their reading characterized as close to or
above reading expectancy.
Poor readers achieving above the 2.5 grade level, but still
a year or more below expectancy were not included in the
study. The 2.5 to 3.0 difference between the good and poor
reader groups was planned in order to avoid any overlap between categories and provide a clear comparison of the characteristics of each group.
INSTRUMENTS
Instruments administered to the subjects were the Diagnostic
Reading Scales,9 and the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities.10 The Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale Form L-M11 was
administered previously by qualified school psychologists.
The Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale Form L-A'I yielded individual measures of IQ's and MA's. The Spache Diagnostic
Reading Scales is a series of individually administered word
lists and reading passages of graduated difficulty which provide
measures of word recognition, oral reading, silent reading,
listening comprehension and average reading.
The Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities (ITPA) 1968
revised edition assesses the cognitive and linguistic abilities on
a three dimensional psycholinguistic model: Channels of Communication (visual-motor and auditory-vocal), psycholinguistic
processes (receptive, organizing and expressive) and levels of
organization (automatic and representational). The ITPA consists of twelve subtests of psycholinguistic abilities: auditoryvocal association, auditory reception, auditory sequential mem9 G. D. Spache, Diagnostic Reading Scales: Examiners Manual, (Monterey, California: California Test Bureau, 1963), p. 6.
10
Samuel A. Kirk, James J. McCarthy and Winifred D. Kirk, Illinois
Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities: Examiners Manual, (Urbana, Illinois:
University of Illinois Press, 1968), pp. 9-11.
11
L. M. Terman and M. A. Merrill, Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale,
Manual for the Third Revision, Form L-M, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1960).
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oiy, grammatxc closure, manual expression, verbal expression
visual-motor association, visual reception, and visual sequential
memory; and three new subtests; auditory closure, sound
blending and visual closure. Five composite measures are
yielded from the subtests: automatic level, representational
eve , auditory communication, visual communication and psycholinguistic age.
■
RESULTS
One-way analysis of covariance was carried out, with CA,
MA and IQ as covariates, in order to test the hypothesis that
there would be no significant difference between EMR good
and poor readers with respect to their reading and psychoImguistic abilities. The results are shown in Table 1.
TABLE l
Good Versus Poor EMR Readers—Analyses of Covariance
on 22 Dependent Measures With Chronological
Age, Mental Age, and IQ as Covariates
Good Readers
(N=25)

Poor Readers
(N = 25)

VARIATE
Unad- _ AdUnad- Adjustcd justed justed justed
Mean Mean Mean Mean
Average Reading
42.8
Word Recognition
45 4
Oral Reading
42 4
Silent ^Reading
41.3
Listening Comprehension
45.6
Auditory Association
28.8
Auditory Closure
22.2
Auditory Reception
37,6
Auditory Sequential Memory.. 29.0
Crrammatic Closure
24.2
Manual Expression
26 A
Sound Blending
45 4
Verbal Expression
32.6
Visual Association
25.7
Visual Closure
34 g
Visual Reception
25 2
Visual Sequential Memory
22^8
Automatic Level
144.8
Representational Level
176,4
Auditory Communication
189.5
Visual Communication
131.7
Psycholinguistic Age
101.2
* p <.05

t p <.01

42.5
17.4
17.8
44.6
17.6
18.1
42.1
16.7
17.0
41.0
18.5
18.8
45.6
37.8
37.8
28,6
25.2
25.5
21.6
19.8
20.4
37.7
31.6
31.6
29.0
24.3
24.3
23.7
17.9
18.3
27.0
24.4
23.9
16,3
12,8
12.6
32.2
28.2
28.7
26.0
24.0
23,8
31.5
26.6
26.6
26.0
25.0
25.2
22.8
19.2
19.1
143.9 120.5 121.4
176.4 158.6 158.6
188.1 159.9 161.4
132.3 119.2 118.6
101.1
87.4
87.5
t p <.001

212.271
168.97f
268.571
83.82t
10.26t
8.54t
1.09
13.12t
3.96
20.81t
4,61*
3.67
2.88
3.70
4.75*
0.02
9.29t
23.67 f
13.58t
32.52f
7.91t
33.41f
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Inspection of Table 1 reveals that four of the five reading
scores (word recognition, oral reading, silent reading and
average reading) differentiated the good and poor readers beyond the .001 level of significance. Listening comprehension
obtained a lesser difference at the .01 level.
On the psycholinguistic measures, no significant differences
were found between the two groups on auditory closure, auditory sequential memory, sound blending, verbal expression,
visual association and visual reception. The good readers scored
significantly higher than the poor readers on the remaining
six individual subtests and all five composite ITPA measures
as follows: at (p <.001): auditory reception, grammatic
closure, automatic level, representational level, psycholinguistic
age and auditory communication; at (p <.01): auditory association, visual sequential memory and visual communication;
at (p <.05); manual expression and visual closure.
CORRELATES OF AVERAGE READING SCORE
In order to test the hypothesis that there would be no significant correlations between average reading and the research
measures, product-moment correlations were calculated between the subjects' average reading score, as measured by the
Diagnostic Reading Scales, and each of the four individual
reading sub-scores, each of the 17 psycholinguistic measures
yielded by the ITPA (Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities), chronological age, mental age, and IQ as measured by the
Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale. Table 2 summarizes the results. (p. 80)
All four reading sub-scores, word recognition, oral reading,
silent reading and listening comprehension proved to be very
high correlates of average reading, with listening comprehension obtaining the lowest correlation (r = .510, p <.001).
Of the 12 ITPA subtests, 10 were significant correlates with
average reading (p <.05). Grammatic closure and auditory
reception obtained the highest correlations at the .001 level.
Manual expression and visual reception showed no correlations
with average reading score. Four of the five ITPA composite
scores: automatic level, representational level, auditory communication and psycholinguistic age correlated with average
reading beyond the .001 level. Visual communication showed
a highly significant correlation at the .01 level.
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TABLE 2
Correlations Between Average Reading and Other Variables
of LMR Good and Poor Readers (N = 50)
VARIABLE

Correlation
.98
.97
.95
.51
.48
.32
.48
.38
.62
.27
.33
.37
.30
.34
.03
.43
.64
.54
.68
.42
.68
.35
.33
06

Grammatic Closure
Manual Expression
Sound Blending
Verbal Expression
Visual Association
Visual Closure
Visual Reception
Visual Sequential Memory
Automatic Level
Representational Level.
Auditory Communication.
Visual Communication.
Mental Age.

<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.05
<.001
<.01
<.001
n.s
<.05
<.01
<.05
<.05
n.s
<,01
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.01
<.001
<.05
< .05
n.s

PsychoJinguistic age proved to be a more powerful predictor
(r = .68, p <.001) of average reading than mental age (r
I?3' ^ ^

^

not: corre a,;e

^

with average reading

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
1 he nature of the population studied and the research design resulted in several limitations. The criteria for the selection of EMR good and poor readers from schools with similar
backgrounds prevented random selection and a larger number
of students available for each group. In addition, an attempt
was made to obtain data which could be compared with
similar investigations completed earlier. All too often the
results of research have limited comparative value because of
wide differences in the designs. Therefore, the investigator
utilized much of the design of Sumner's (1966)12 research
S
A Com 2
rner' "Retarded
P Readers
™on of and
Some
Psycholinguistic
Abilities
of Educable Mentally
Non-Readers,"
Unpublished
doctoral dissertation, University of North Carolina: Chapel Hill 1966
pp. 51-67.
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using a similar population, statistical tools and testing instruments with the exception of the use of the revised 1TPA subtests. However, it should be stated that the use of a multivariate statistical procedure possibly would have provided
even further information concerning the diagnostic power of
the testing instruments.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Statistical analysis revealed significant differences in varying
degrees in the psycholinguistic and reading abilities between
EMR good and poor readers. Poor readers were found deficient in 6 out of 12 subtests and all composite measures on
the 11 PA. As expected, the poor readers were deficient on all
reading tests and average reading.
Among the strongest psycholinguistic diagnostic measures
obtained through correlation analysis were: grammatic closure,
auditory reception and auditory association; and composite
scores: psycholinguistic age, auditory communication, automatic level and representational level.
T he I 1 PA psycholinguistic age score and the Spache potential (listening comprehension) both obtained higher correlations with average reading than CA, MA and IQ. A combination of Psycholinguistic age and potential scores would seem
to be a stronger index of learning and reading potential titan
traditionally used CA, MA and IQ.
The mentally retarded poor readers in this study were more
deficient in total auditory communication than in visual communication functions. A deprived environment could be considered as partially accounting for a lower level of development in the auditory channel among some EMR populations.13
The EjMR poor readers showed deficiencies in both the automatic and representational levels of functioning. Although
early studies with mentally retarded and other populations
revealed a pattern of lower automatic level functioning, Sumner's14 similar study of good and poor readers obtained no
difference between the automatic and representational levels.
13
B. D. Bateman, Interpretation of the 1961 Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities, (Seattle, Washington: Special Child Publications,
1968.)
14
Sumner, op. cit., p. 56.
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From the data obtained, there is no clearcut mandate to emphasize decoding in the teaching of reading to the detriment
of meaningful skills. It may not be enough to teach the retarded child to decode messages when his level of thinkino
ability is low. Rather, the meaningful aspects of reading should
be stressed along with the decoding process if we expect the
mentally retarded to learn to read.
The EMR poor readers were seriously retarded in representational level functions, auditory reception and auditory association which require the ability to comprehend verbally presented materials. Word meanings should be emphasized in the
reading program along with teaching relationships and associations.
I he poor readers' lower competence in grammatic closure,
an automatic level function, may be related to the auditoryrepresentational deficit since inadequate ability to use standard
English could affect the child's understanding of the auditory
and visual clues he receives from the environment outside his
home. Previous studies15 with retarded and other learning
problem children have shown similar deficiencies. Recent research in linguistics reveals that children whose language backgrounds differ from standard English most often have reading
problems. Although there is not total agreement, some linguists and reading specialists advocate using materials that
match the child's linguistic performance until he becomes familiar with the process of reading.16 The reading program
should provide oral and written exercises which utilize the
child s language and experiences as a bridge towards learning
the standard English patterns he hears in school.
15

G. G. Ragland, "The Performance of Educable Mentally Handicapped Students of Differing Reading Ability on the Illinois Test of
Psycholinguistic Abilities," (Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Virginia, 1964); see also Samuel A. Kirk, "Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities: Its Origin and Implications," in Learning Disorders,
Vol. 3, ed. Jerome Hellmuth, (Seattle, Washington: Special Child Publications, 1968), pp. 412-413; see also Thomas P. Lombardi, "Psycholinguistic Abilities of Papago Indian School Children." Exceptional Children, 36: 486-493, March, 1970.
16
Roger W. Shuy, "Some Conditions for Keeping Beginning Reading
Material for Ghetto Children," in Jotirnal of Reading Behavior, 1:2, 3343, Spring, 1969.
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Poor readers were deficient in visual sequential memory and
visual closure, related skills. While some studies found poor
readers with average intelligence deficient in these areas,17
others were not found inadequate.18 These visual skills would
affect the recognition and retention of printed words and
should be developed for deficient groups along with the auditory areas.
Three auditory subtests, auditory closure, auditory sequential memory, and sound blending, significantly correlated with
reading but did not show any difference in the analysis between the groups. It may be that the teaching of phonics had
some effect on the poor readers in this study. However, these
decoding skills were not sufficient to help the poor readers
learn to read.
All of the Spache Diagnostic Reading Scales sub-scores significantly differentiated the good readers from the poor readers
and showed highly significant correlations with average reading.
The combination of the Spache and the ITPA appears to provide an effective diagnostic battery for children with reading
and learning problems.
1 he true value of the ITPA lies in the possibility of its
remedial function. Exercises and materials which remediate
specific disability areas revealed in the ITPA are available to
classroom teachers. These exercises can be used for individual
and small group teaching.19
The results of this study demonstrate that patterns of deficiencies obtained from the ITPA have implications for remediation of reading problems. Some of the generalizations
can be made about teaching reading to small groups of EMR
poor readers. However, each group of students should be
17
Corrine E. Kass, "Psycholinguistic Disabilities of Children with
Reading Problems," Exceptional Children, 32:533-534, April 1, 1966.
18
Nancy E. Golden and Sharon R. Steiner, "Auditory and Visual
Functions in Good and Poor Readers," Journal of Learning Disabilities
2:481, September, 1969.
19
W. J. Bush and iM. T. Giles, Aids to Psycholinguistic Teaching,
Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1969; see also ERIC
Document Reproduction Services: A Sequentially compiled list of instructional materials for remediational use with the ITPA, ED 036 041,
Bethesda, Maryland.
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evaluated to determine its own pattern of disabilities. Further,
some students may need individualized training.
Recent research on diagnostic/prescriptive perceptual training programs have not always yielded the positive results expected. One possible explanation given pertains to the effectiveness of the measurement instruments used for diagnosis.20
It should be emphasized that while diagnostic instruments such
as the ITPA hold a promise for assessment, a large number of
research projects and replication with various populations are
needed before we can have complete confidence in the usefulness of diagnostic/prescriptive tests. In our haste to provide
remediation, we may not give adequate emphasis to research
on the testing instruments we use. Therefore, since the 1968
ITPA added three new subtests and revised the old tests, it
is recommended that comparisons and generalizations should be
considered tentative until further validations are made with
the 1968 ITPA.
Another recommendation concerning the ITPA seems appropriate at this time. A large body of recent research in the
area of linguistics and psycholinguistics is now available which
appears to differ with some interpretations of the ITPA. For
example in the area of grammatic closure, it may be necessary
to look at children as "different" rather than "deficient" if their
lack of grammatic competence is the result of different socioeconomic and linguistic backgrounds. Linguists stress the fact
that poor urban blacks and impoverished rural children have
a well formed language that is not deficient. These children
"differ" in their language from standard English but are not
deficient in their ability to communicate in their own form of
language.21 It may be essential to explore current linguistic
theory and research further to determine whether there is a
need for additional subtests, revisions or new interpretations of
ITPA findings.
20

David A. Sabatino, James E. Ysseldyke and Joan Woolston, "Diagnostic-Prescriptive Perceptual Training with Mentally Retarded Children," American Journal of Mental Deficiency, 1973, 78:13.
21
Roger W. Shuy, "Some Language and Cultural Differences in a
1 heory of Reading," in Kenneth S. Goodman and James T. Fleming
(eds.) Psycholinguistics and the Teaching of Reading, (Newark, Delaware: International Reading Association, 1969) p. 34-47.
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THE EURODOLLAR MARKET:
SOME DEFINITIONS AND
THEIR IMPLICATIONS
by K. Thomas Varghese
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of an active market for deposits and loans
denominated in foreign currencies is an innovation in international finance the full import of which is far from clear.
Though it had been in existence for over a decade and had
registered phenomenal growth during this period, the "Eurodollar market," as this market is popularly known, remains
somewhat of a mystery to the uninitiated and an enigma to
others.
There are many factors that contribute to the aura of mystery surrounding this market. First, the term "Eurodollar"
eludes precise definition. Consequently, consensus is still lacking as to what exactly a "Eurodollar" is and how it comes
into existence. Second, the term "Eurodollar market" is alleged
to be a misnomer. As one observer points out, like the Holy
Roman Empire which was neither holy, Roman, nor an empire,
the so-called Eurodollar market is neither European nor a
market for dollars.1 Third, the origin and final use of funds
flowing through his market are generally shrouded in a maze
of interbank intermediary deposits that criss-cross a large
segment of the international financial community with the
result that the identities of most participants and the extent
of their participation in the market often remain closely
guarded secrets. Yet, transactions involving millions of dollars
are often consumated in a matter of minutes without due regard for the traditional banking precautions against risk, despite the fact that profit margins are only very miniscule.2
Fourth, this market transcends national boundaries and functions without the sanction or support of any central authority
1
Ira O. Scott, Jr., "The Controversial Eurodollar Market," Quarterly
Review, (London: National Westminster Bank, August 1969), pp. 2-22.
2
"Eurodollar Traffic—Have Margins Been Cut Too Fine," The Financial Times, (London), May 30, 1963, p. 13.
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or the convenience of a central clearinghouse. Yet it has
weathered many a crisis and has displayed a degree of "depth,
breadth and resiliency" that baffles even the experts. Finally,
though no single monetary authority has any decisive control
over this market, the mechanism that it provides for international lending and borrowing has made it an important element
affecting the external and internal credit policies of all major
nations.3
Because of the enormous pool of liquid funds readily available, it is generally believed that this market has augmented
international liquidity at a time when such liquidity was in
short supply.4 Many, therefore, consider this market as a
boon to international trade and payments. At the same time,
since this market also generates large international flows of
short-term capital, it has also been charged that it is responsible for the deficits and the surpluses in the balance of payments of many nations. Also, this market is believed to have
been a haven for currency speculators and, hence, a spawning
ground for international monetary crises.5 Because of this,
some argue that this market contained the seeds of destruction
of the Bretton Woods monetary arrangements. There are
others, however, who contend that this market has substantially
contributed to the stability and viability of that international
monetary arrangement. Similarly, while some believe that the
"Eurodollar market" is a temporary aberration in the international financial scene,0 rhere are others who argue that it
denotes a permanent change in the institutional framework of
international finance.7
While the debate on its present status and future prospects
thus continues unabated, the "Eurodollar market" itself has
been growing by leaps and bounds. From a modest estimated
3

John E. Lcimone, "The Eurodollar Market: An Element in Monetary Policy, Monthly Review, (Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, August
1968), pp. 102-107.
4
E- Wayne Clendenning, "Eurodollars; The Problems of Control,"
The Ranker, August 1968, pp. 321-329.
•'Paul Einzig, "Some Recent Developments in Official Forward Exchange Operations," The Economic Journal, Vol. 73, Tune 1963 pp
241, 253.
6
"Eurodollar's Future," The Economist, (London), May 26 1962, p
821.
7
Paul Einzig, The Eurodollar Market Has Achieved Permanency,"
The Commercial and Financial Chronicle, March 14, 1963, p. 1083.
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size of about three billion dollars at the end of I960,8 it has
reached an estimated size of about seventy billion dollars by
the end of 1972.9 By adopting new techniques and practices
in its modus operandi, it has also been able to adapt to the
ever-changing international financial environment without
much stress or strain. Also, through a process of selective
adaptation, it has been able to attract and retain an ever-increasing array of participants from almost every strata of the
international and national business and financial communities.
The emergence of the "Eurodollar market" has provided
an open link between the U.S. and other international money
markets. Consequently, changes in the direction and magnitude
of funds flowing between the U.S. commercial hanking system
and the "Eurodollar market" could significantly affect the
cost and availability of bank credit in the United States for
domestic expenditures.10 Further, the existence of the "Eurodollar market" as an additional or alternative source of funds
for U.S. non-bank borrowers could also affect the availability
of funds and the level of aggregate spending in the United
States and, hence, has far-reaching implications for U.S. domestic monetary policy. It has been alleged by some that the
effectiveness of domestic monetary policy, in general, may be
reduced and certain monetary policy tools, in particular, may
be rendered ineffective because of the existence of the "Eurodollar market." 11
Different "Eurodollar" transactions seem to have different
impacts on the value of the U.S. dollar in the foreign exchange
markets. The ebbs and flows of dollar funds emanating from
this market also affect the total volume of foreign claims
against the U.S.; its distribution among the "liquid" and "nonliquid" categories; and also the distribution of ownership of
such claims among foreign monetary authorities and private
foreigners. Changes in these separate categories of foreign
8
Oscar L. Altman, "Foreign Markets for Dollars, Sterling and Other
Currencies," Staff Papers, (International Monetary Fund, Washington,
9

Bank for International Settlements, Forty-third Animal Report, Basle,
18th June 1973, p. 154.
10
E. Wayne Clendenning, The Euro-Dollar Market, London; Oxford University Press, 1970, p. 135.
11
Paul Einzig, "Statics and Dynamics of the Eurodollar Market," The
Economic Journal, vol. 71, September 1961, pp. 592-595.
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claims against the U.S. significantly affect the officially measured balances in U.S. international transactions and the U.S.
international liquidity position. Consequently, many believe
that the "Eurodollar market" has been responsible for the
major gyrations in, and the wide discrepancies between, the
official settlements and the liquidity balances in the U.S. balance of payments, especially since the 1960s. It is also believed
that the "Eurodollar market" was largely responsible for maintaining the international strength of the dollar during most of
the 1960s, despite large and persistent U.S. payments deficits,
and for the subsequent weakening of the dollar since 1970.12
Because of its pervasive impacts on the U.S. domestic and
international economic performances, the "Eurodollar market"
is of special interest and significance to the United States. Systematic analysis of the diverse manners in which the "Eurodollar market" generates these manifold effects, however, is
still wanting.
A complete analysis of all the ramifications of the "Eurodollar market" is beyond the scope of a single article for the
sheer vastness of the subject matter itself. Hence the present
paper is limited to an examination of some of the problems of
definition that impede the proper understanding of the general nature and characteristics of this market.
II. THE PROBLEM OF DEFINITION
As has been pointed out earlier, one of the major reasons for
the confusion that still persists around the discussions on the
"Eurodollar market" is the fact that the terms "Eurodollar"
and "Eurodollar market" are used by different people to denote different things. For example, in many popular discussions on the subject, the term "Eurodollar market" has often
been used to refer to the entire market for foreign currency
deposits and loans. Used in this sense, the major currencies
covered under this term include, in addition to the U.S. dollar,
the British pound, the German mark, the Swiss franc, the
French franc, the Belgium franc, the Dutch guilder, the Italian
lira and the Japanese yen. The term "Eurodollar market" has
12

K. Thomas Vargbese, "The Eurodollar Market and the International
Strength of the Dollar: An Analytical Framework and Some Empirical
Evidence," Paper presented at the Atlantic Economic Conference, Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Va., September 28-29, 1973.
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also been used by some to denote not only this international
money market—that is, the international market for short term
deposits and loans denominated in foreign currencies—but also
to refer to that international capital market in which long
term capital can be raised by foreigners through the issuance
of bonds denominated in currencies other than those of the
market of issue and more specifically known as the "Eurobond market." 13 Such indiscriminate use of the same term to
mean different things by different people has led to both semantic and conceptual problems in dealing with the "Eurodollar market." Hence we shall limit the term "Eurodollar
market" to refer to the market for short term deposits and
loans denominated in U.S. dollars and located outside the
United States.
Limiting the term "Eurodollar market" this way eliminates
some, but not all, of the definitional problems. There still remains considerable disagreement as to what exactly a "Eurodollar" is and how it comes in to existence. It is to this problem of definition that the reader's attention is now directed.
In approaching this problem, it should be noted that definitions
are more or less arbitrary and, hence, there is no one "correct"
definition of a term. Our main purpose is not to provide a
correct definition of the term "Eurodollar," but to bring into
sharp relief some of the major implications of the various definitions in use and to point out how the failure to recognize
these different implications has led both to acrimonious debate
on the nature and impacts of this new phenomenon and to
divergent conclusions with regard to their significance.
Popular, and even some professional, discussions of the Eurodollar system seem to imply, in general, that Eurodollars are
nothing but ordinary U.S. dollars that have undergone certain
specified transformations. Thus, for example, the Bank for
International Settlements defines a Eurodollar as
... a dollar that has been acquired by a bank outside
the Lhfited States and used directly, or after conversion into another currency, for lending to a non-bank
18

See, for example, "Playing for Big Chips in Eurodollars", Business
Week, December 10, 1966, p. 62 and H. Eric Heinemann, "IBM Gets
Credit in Eurodollars," New York Times, May 25, 1966, p. 63.
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customer, perhaps after one or more redeposits from
one bank to another.14

According to this definition, then, if two criteria are satisfied, an ordinary U.S. dollar will become a Eurodollar. First,
it must be acquired by a bank outside the United States, irrespective of the method of its acquisition; second, it must be
used, either directly or after conversion into another currency,
for lending to a non-bank customer.
Defining Eurodollars this way leaves much to be desired.
In the first place, as Yeager has pointed out, this definition
leaves it quite unclear as to what specific thing, if any, the
term refers to,15 and serves only as a loose label for a range
of operations. Consequently, this definition makes it difficult
to discern the qualitative distinctiveness, if any, of Eurodollars.
Secondly, it will make the empirical determination of the volume of Eurodollars outstanding at any given time all the more
difficult even if data on bank assets and liabilities arc available
on a global basis. This is so because the assets and liabilities
sides of the balance sheets will yield different magnitudes of
Eurodollars and no meaningful reconciliation of the difference
would be possible. Thirdly, this definition would be misleading when applied to certain types of transactions. For
example, many banks in the United States have been borrowing large amounts of U.S. dollars from their overseas branches
to meet their domestic liquidity and reserve requirements.
Since these funds are seldom employed to make loans to
customers, they will not qualify as Eurodollars under the BIS
definition. Yet the BIS itself calls such funds Eurodollars.16
Hence, the BIS definition is conceptually ambiguous and empirically non-operational.
Many other definitions also imply that Eurodollars are
nothing but U.S. dollars. However, these definitions are less
restrictive than the BIS definition and seem to employ a different criterion. Ganoc, for example, defines Eurodollars
14

Bank for International Settlements, Thirty-Fourth Annual Report,
Basle, 1964, p. 127.
15
Leland B. Yeager, International Monetary Relations, New York;
Harper & Row, Publishers, 1966, p. 467, Footnote 12.
16
Bank for International Settlements, Thirty-Ninth Annual Report,
Basle, 1969, p. 140.
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simply as dollars on deposit with a bank outside the United
States and adds,
... a dollar deposit transferred from a hank in
Chicago to a bank in London becomes a Eurodollar
automatically and it ceases to be a Eurodollar when it
is transferred back to an American bank.17
Similarly, the Morgan Guaranty Trust Company says,
The Eurodollar is not a separate species of dollar,
nor is the Euro Swiss franc or Euro sterling distinct
from the home variety of these currencies. They
simply have earned the label 'Euro' by virtue of the
manner in which their holders have banked them. By
the mere act of transferring his dollar balance with a
bank located within the United States to the London
branch of the same bank, the holder of dollars creates
Eurodollars.18
According to Einzig, "Eurodollars are not a special type of
dollars and there is absolutely nothing to distinguish them from
ordinary dollars beyond the fact that they have been redeposited with a European bank." 19 All these definitional explanations seem to imply that a Eurodollar and an ordinary
U.S. dollar are one and the same entity, except for the location
of its existence. If in one place—the United States—it is called
a U.S. dollar and if in another—outside the United States—it
is called a Eurodollar. According to this interpretation, then,
the "situs of its existence" is the criterion that distinguishes a
Eurodollar from an ordinary U.S. dollar.
If we accept the "situs of its existence" criterion, however,
U.S. currencies carried abroad by tourists and others would also
become Eurodollars the moment they leave the U.S. shores
and cease to be Eurodollars—and once again become ordinary
U.S. dollars—if and when they are brought back to the United
States. Such a broad definition of Eurodollars is not very
enlightening in understanding this new phenomenon. Furthermore, if Eurodollars and U.S. dollars are one and the same
thing, except for the location of its existence, it would imply
17

Charles L. Ganoe, "Eurodollar Market: A New Source of Financing," The Journal of Commercial Bank Lending, July 1968, pp. 11-20.
18
Morgan Guaranty Trust Company, The Financing of Business with
Euro-Dollars, New York, 1967, p. 5.
19
Paul Einzig, The Eurodollar System: Practice and Theory of International Interest Rates, New York: St. Martin's Press, 1967, p. 10.
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that, ceteris par Urns, the volume of U.S. dollars will diminish
to the extent that some of them go abroad to become Eurodollars, and if and when they come back to the United States,
the volume of U.S. dollars will increase. Yet, it is generally
conceded even by the proponents of these definitions that such
is not the case and that there is no necessary relationship between the volume of Eurodollars and the volume of U.S.
dollars.
In order to obtain a better understanding of what Eurodollars are and how they are related to U.S. dollars, it may
be helpful to examine first what U.S. dollars are. In the
United States the dollar is the unit of the circulating media and
such U.S. dollars are demand liabilities of either the U.S.
monetary authorities or of commercial banks located within
the LTnited States. They are issued in the form of U.S. Treasury Currencies, Federal Reserve Notes and demand deposit
liabilities of commercial banks located within the United
States. In the first two forms they could be held within the
United States or abroad by U.S. residents or by foreigners.
In the form of demand deposits they must be held within the
United States, but could be held by U.S. residents or by foreigners. Thus, irrespective of who holds it and where it is
held, a U.S. dollar remains a U.S. dollar so long as it remains
a demand liability of either the U.S. monetary authorities or
of a commercial bank located in the United States. Consequently, neither the situs of its' existence, nor the residence of
its holder could be used as a universal criterion to distinguish
a Eurodollar from a U.S. dollar.
Because of this difficulty some authors prefer to use the
term "Eurodollars" in a narrower sense. For example, Friedman says, "Eurodollars have two basic characteristics: First,
they are short term obligations to pay dollars; second, they are
obligations of banking offices located outside the U.S."20
Similarly, Kvasnicka says, "Eurodollars are dollar denominated
deposits at commercial banks outside the United States . . .
The bank receiving the deposit establishes a dollar denominated
20

Milton Friedman, " I he Eurodollar Market; Some First Principles,"
Morgan Guaranty Survey, (Morgan Guaranty Trust Company, New
York), October 1969, pp. 4-11.
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liability to its depositor. This is Eurodollars." 21 Thus, according to these authors, Eurodollars are deposit liabilities of banks
located outside the United States and denominated in U.S.
dollars. As such they are distinct from U.S. dollars in the sense
that they are not demand claims against, and demand liabilities
of, either the U.S. monetary authorities or of commercial banks
located within the United States.
If we define Eurodollars as dollar deposit liabilities of commercial banks located outside the United States, the questions
arise as to what enables these banks to create Eurodollars and
what sets the limits to their ability to create them. It is generally accepted that Eurodollars come into existence when
holders of dollar demand deposits with commercial banks in the
United States transfer them into dollar deposit accounts with
commercial banks abroad. As a result of these transfers the
dollar deposit liabilities of the banks receiving the deposits as
well as their U.S. dollar holdings increase to the extent of such
transfers. These are called primary Eurodollar deposits. Most
of the Eurodollars created during the incipient stages of the
Eurodollar market is believed to have resulted from such
primary Eurodollar deposits.
The transfer of dollar deposits from a bank in the U.S. to a
bank located abroad, which results in a primary Eurodollar
deposit, could be made either by a U.S. resident or by a foreigner. In the former case, such transfers will be recorded in
the U.S. balance of payments statistics as a short term capital
outflow resulting in an increase in U.S. payments deficits or
a reduction in U.S. payments surplus, according to the overall liquidity definition. In the case of transfers made by foreigners, the overall liquidity balance in the U.S. balance of
payments will not be affected. However, since liquid dollar
funds held in the United States by foreigners are generally
believed to have resulted from past U.S. payments deficits, one
could argue that irrespective of whether primary Eurodollar
deposits are acquired by U.S. residents or by foreigners, the
source of the resulting Eurodollars is the U.S. payments deficit.
There is little disagreement on this point.
21

Joseph G. Kvasnicka, "Eurodollars-an important source of funds
for American banks," Business Conditions, (Federal Reserve Bank of
Chicago, Chicago), June 1969, pp. 9-20.
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Once the Eurodollar market had attained maturity, however, many believe that the rapid expansion in the volume of
Eurodollars was more or less independent of LT.S. deficits.
They argue that most of the recent increase in Eurodollars was
created by the Eurobanks themselves through a process of
multiple creation of credit based on a fractional reserve system.
Since the derivative deposits created by the Eurobanks themselves would increase their dollar denominated deposit liabilities—that is Eurodollars, according to the definition under discussion here—without increasing their U.S. dollar reserves,
the ability of Eurobanks to create additional Eurodollars
through multiple credit creation will be limited by (1) the
extent of their total U.S. dollar reserves, (2) the average reserve ratio maintained bv the Eurobanking system as a whole
and (3) the extent of their reserve loss through leakages from
the system.22
If Eurodollars are dollar denominated deposit liabilities of
banks located abroad and, further, if Eurodollar expansion
could take place to a large extent through multiple credit creation by the Eurobanking system itself, then the net size of
the Eurodollar market could be any multiple of the total
U.S. deposit liabilities to foreigners, depending on the Eurobanks' U.S. dollar reserves and the deposit expansion coefficient applicable to the Eurobanking system as a whole. Friedman, for one, seems to believe that the Eurodollar expansion
coefficient is quite large and asserts that the major source of
Eurodollars is a bookkeeper's pen.23 According to this view,
there need not be any necessary relationship between the
growth in size of the Eurodollar market, actual or potential,
and the state of the U.S. balance of payments or the total volume of U.S. liquid liabilities to foreigners.24 Consequently,
22

Fritz Machlup, Euro-Dollar Creation: A Mystery Story, (Reprints
in International Finance, No. 16), Princeton; Princeton University Press,
December 1970.
23
Milton Friedman, op. cit., p. 4.
24
Miksell, though he disagrees with Friedman on the possible size of
the Eurodollar expansion coefficient, nevertheless comes to the same
conclusion as Friedman. He says, "There is, in fact, no necessary relationship between Eurodollar deposit liabilities and foreign holdings of
American dollars." Raymond F. Miksell, "The Eurodollar Market and
the Foreign Demand for Liquid Dollar Assets," Journal of Money,
Credit and Banking, vol. TV, no. 3, August 1972, pp. 643-683, p. 645.
For a derailed discussion of the linkage between the Eurodollar market,
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those who take this position could argue that there is little
reason for the United States to be concerned about the phenomenal expansion in the size of the Eurodollar market.
Defining Eurodollars as dollar deposit liabilities of banks
located outside the United States helps one conceptually to
distinguish them from ordinary U.S. dollars. However, it
creates problems of a different sort. The economically significant innovation introduced by the Eurocurrency system is
not limited to the acceptance of foreign currency deposits. It
includes the practice of making foreign currency loans as
well.25 Until the emergence of the Eurodollar system, making
dollar loans was exclusively the prerogative of banks located
within the E nited States. Now dollar credits can be obtained
in any of the major international financial centers. The ability
of banks located abroad to provide dollar credits is not limited
by the extent of their dollar deposit liabilities. Rather, it depends on their total dollar holding. These banks acquire dollars not only by accepting dollar deposits, but also through the
conversion of other currencies into dollars in the foreign
exchange markets. Since all their dollar holdings, irrespective
of how they were acquired, could be employed for placement
in the market and/or for making dollar loans, it seems more
meaningful to use the term "Eurodollars" to denote the dollar
holdings of banks located outside the United States, rather
than to denote their dollar deposit liabilities. Thus, for example, Klopstock says,
By a generally accepted definition, Eurodollars
come into existence when a domestic or foreign holder
of dollar denominated deposits in the United States
places them on deposit in a bank outside the United
U.S. payments deficits and U.S. liabilities to foreigners, see Carl H. Stem,
The Eurodollar System: An Analysis of its Credit Function and Impact
on the International Financial Position of the United States," (Unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Harvard University, 1969).
^ Clendenning would go one step further and argue that the making
of loans in foreign currencies is the only innovation introduced by the
Eurocurrency system. He says, "The innovation involved in the development of the Eurodollar market was not, therefore, the acceptance of
U.S. dollar deposits by foreign banks but their placement outside the
U.S. money market and banking system. This change in the functions
performed by the U.S. dollar deposits is what distinguishes the Eurodollar market from the previous foreign market for U.S. dollar deposits."
E. Wayne Clendenning, The Euro-Dollar Market, op. cit., p. 22.
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States, but the term also applies to the dollars that
these banks abroad acquire with their own or foreign
currencies and then employ for placement in the market or for loans to customers.26

Thus Klopstock seems to imply that Eurodollars are dollar
assets of banks located abroad, rather than their dollar deposit
liabilities. If one accepts this definition, the counterpart of
these Eurodollars will be the demand liabilities of either the
U.S. monetary authorities or of commercial banks within the
United States. In other words, the assets these banks are holding are nothing but ordinary U.S. dollars. Defined this way,
Eurodollar expansion cannot take place to any significant extent unless the United States runs continuous payments deficits
or existing foreign deposits in banks in the United States are
shifted to banks abroad. Also, no magic of a bookkeeper's
pen can create Eurodollars, unless the pen belongs to the bookkeeper of a bank located within the United States, and Klopstock would be correct in asserting that dollar deposits in the
Eurodollar market are, except for a small proportion, created
by American banks, rather than European banks.27
Thus we find that defining Eurodollars either as U.S. dollar
holdings of commercial banks outside the United States or as
their deposit liabilities denominated in U.S. dollars each has its
own merits and weaknesses. Additionally, each definition leads
to a different set of conclusions with regard to the future of
the Eurodollar market and its implications for the United
States.
If Eurodollars are defined as U.S. dollar holdings of commercial banks located outside the United States, the major
conclusions that follow are:
(1) the U.S. payments deficits are the source of funds for
the Eurodollar market and the rapid expansion of the Eurodollar market was made possible by the continuous deficits in
the U.S. balance of payments,
(2) as and when the U.S. payments position moves into sur28

Fred H. Klopstock, "Eurodollars in the Liquidity and Reserve
Management of United States Banks," Monthly Review, (Federal Reserve Bank of New York. New York), July 1968, pp. 130-138.
21
Fred H. Klopstock, "Money Creation in the Eurodollar Market—A
Note on Professor Friedman's Views," Monthly Review, (Federal Reserve Bank of New York, New York), January 1970, pp. 12-15.
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plus and continues to be in surplus, the Eurodollar market will
be forced to contract and eventually disappear, and
(3) to the extent that the Eurodollar market absorbs or releases U.S. dollar balances held by foreigners, it distorts the
international strength of the dollar in either direction from
the level that would have been commensurate with the U.S.
payments positions.
If, on the other hand, Eurodollars are defined as deposit
liabilities of commercial banks located outside the United
States and denominated in U.S. dollars, the following set of
conclusions emerge;
(1) there is no necessary relationship between the U.S. balance of payments deficits and the development of the Eurodollar market,
(2) the Eurodollar market can continue to expand even
if the U.S. runs payments surpluses, and
(3) to the extent that Eurodollars are created by banks
abroad and substituted for U.S. dollars in international trade and
payments, the international demand for U.S. dollars will decrease, thus weakening the dollar abroad.
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KARL JASPERS' CONCEPT
OF TRUTH
b
y
William E. Callahan

The analysis of a philosopher's concept of truth is usually
considered an exercise in epistemology. Such an exercise entails certain rather well-known procedures. One wishes to
achieve some degree of conceptual and terminological clarity
and precision; that is, one wants to know just what the philosopher means by his key terms and concepts. Also, the
investigator is anxious to learn just how the philosopher regards the nature of knowledge, how he sees the relationship
between subject and object, and in what way he feels truth
can be validated. Possibly the would-be analyst might question the philosopher's view of the relation between Truth and
truths and the related problem of absoluticity and relativity.
In an attempt to accomplish the above, this paper shall first
of all make an analysis of the concept of truth held by Karl
Jaspers and then attempt to show certain important implications his view holds for philosophy. The purpose of the investigation is expository rather than critical, and the conclusions are to be regarded as seminal in nature rather than comprehensive.
It is somewhat important to note, in beginning, that there
are some formidable difficulties in following the procedure
outlined above. First of all, Jaspers is very hesitant to define
his key terms in any precise way, apparently preferring ambiguity to precision. To be sure, he has perhaps philosophical
reasons for this fact. As one has stated, "Since knowledge for
him is always a quest which arrives only at intermediary
stages, never at the end, fully determinate concepts are often
dispensed with in his philosophy. . . ." 1 Nevertheless, this
characteristic makes clear analysis difficult. A second difficulty
is that Jasper's concept of truth has deep ontological roots in
his concept of Being—both Being itself and the Being which we
1

Kurt Hoffman, "The Basic Concepts of Jaspers' Philosophy," in The
Philosophy of Karl Jaspers, edited by P. Schilpp (Chicago, 1957), 96.
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are. This fact is not particularly unique for Jaspers, yet it
becomes an obstacle for analysis because the key concepts in
his "metaphysics"—Transcendence, The Encompassing, Existenz—are such that they cannot become objects of cognition
for Jaspers, even though the words are used in his own
analysis.2
This latter point gives rise to an additional difficulty for
the investigator of his concept of truth: Jaspers focuses almost
entirely upon the inner realm of the individual consciousness.
As he himself says:
The purpose and therefore the meaning of a philosophical idea is not the cognition of an object, but
rather an alteration of our consciousness of Being and
of our inner attitude toward things.3
Such a position makes an objective, precise analysis almost impossible. However, with these difficulties articulated as somewhat of a delimitation of the subject, the investigation can
proceed, with due allowance for the tentative nature of the
conclusions. The focus will be on Jasper's Reason and Existenz,
since this work contains his most clearly articulated statement
of "truth" (in English).
In seeking a firm starting point for an analysis of Jasper's
concept of truth, it will be perhaps best to state his most clearly
articulated position: truth is intimately related to communication. Truth is communicability. Truth only appears in
time as "a reality-through-communication." 4 In fact, "to be
genuinely true, truth must be communicable." 5 These statements appear simple enough, but it is in explaining how this
communication is related to his concept of Being that matters
become more complex. This truth which is communicability is
closely bound up within the various modes of the Encompassing. Jaspers remarks:
The Encompassing which we are, is, in every form,
communication; the Encompassing which is Being itself exists for us insofar as it achieves communicability
by becoming speech or becoming utterable.6
2 Karl Jaspers, Reason and Existenz (New York, 1955), 72-73.
*Ibid., 75.
4
Ibid., 79.
s Ibid., 77.
e Ibid., 79.
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Thus to understand truth (communication), one must understand its various meanings in the three modes of the Encompassing.7
Jaspers, of course, divides the Encompassing into two basic
categories: Being itself, and the Being that we are. Being itself
includes World and Transcendence. The Being that we are is
basically divided into three modes: empirical existence
(dasein), consciousness as such (Bewusstsein iiberhaupt), and
spirit igeist). In each of these modes, truth has a slightly
different meaning. These meanings may be summarized briefly
as follows: On the level of empirical existence, truth is the
pragmatic preservation of this empirical self; in consciousnessas-such, truth is presented as a cogent evidence which includes
universality (for example, the laws of logic apply); on the
level of spirit, truth is that conviction that arises out of participation in a whole (the Idea of a whole).8
However, to each of these three meanings of truth there is
a limit. In a sense, there is an insufficiency in each of these
three modes, both in truth and in communication. No single
meaning of truth in the modes should be absolutized or isolated, because "no mode of the Encompassing can stand by
itself." 9 The modes of the Encompassing, and the meanings
of truth in each, must be bound together. Jaspers states:
None of the modes can be ignored; to play off one
against the other is to miss the ground of their connection. For true communication it is important to
perceive the limits of every level and therewith their
inability to be completed in themselves. . . .10
Before considering how Jaspers binds these three modes together, it may be appropriate to make a few critical comments. His discussion is by no means completely satisfactory.
For example, in articulating the different meanings of truth in
the three modes, he is patently uneven in his presentation. He
goes into ample detail when he discusses truth for empirical
existence, and his analysis is reasonably clear. His account of
truth in consciousness-as-such and in spirit is much briefer,
less detailed, and less concrete. One wonders if Jaspers is less
''Ibid., 77.
8
Ibid., 94. See pp. 80-82 for elaboration.
9
Ibid., 85.
1" Ibid., 88.
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certain of his ground here, and for this reason, is less precise
in making his position clear. Perhaps the distinctions of the
meanings of truth are not as evident as Jaspers would have
one believe. Also, from the strictly epistemological standpoint,
it could be argued that Jaspers is not clear at all in telling us
just how one moves from one mode of the Encompassing to
the other or what his grounds are for making the threefold
division in the first place (that is, aside from Kantian influences). However, if his analysis is correct, one could only
applaud his emphasis on the inseparability of these three modes
and their meanings of truth. To the subject of the binding together of the meanings of truth one must now turn.
Jaspers believes, then, that the meanings of truth in the
three modes of the Encompassing should not be isolated but
taken together. But not even this comprehensive account of
truth can give complete satisfaction. Something is still lacking; there is a lingering insufficiency. Truth involves yet two
other important factors: Reason and Existenz. These two
factors constitute what Jaspers calls the "authentic human
essence." 11 Existenz is the authentic self before Transcendence; reason is that which is grounded in Existenz and which
binds the three modes of the Encompassing together. Reason
is also a "passionate will-to-know"12 and "the will to total
communication." 13
As existenz, one experiences a kind of truth that is not comprised in the three modes of the Encompassing. Jaspers calls
this type a "truth in faith" which is a "depth of truth where
... I break through it (my world) in order to return to it
out of the experience of Transcendence."14 But even this
truth, actualized by reason (the will to total communication)
out of potential existenz, does not reach fulfillment. It is
bound within the three modes; it is thwarted in its drive toward
an integrated, satisfying truth by the sheer historicity of
Existenzen involved in communication. Because of this historicity, this absolute uniqueness of the Existenz, this being
bound to a place and time and circumstance, even truth arising out of the depths of reason grounded in existenz is itself
11 Ibid., 91.
12 Ibid., 93.
13 Ibid., 95.
n Ibid., 94.
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subject to shipwreck. Even though the "will to total communication" is the characteristic drive of existenz, it is doomed to
failure in its attempt to find a satisfying, unified binding together of the various meanings of truth. However, by being
wrecked in time in its drive for total communication, existenz
becomes open for Transcendence.15 Thus existential truth can
be experienced only through an encounter with a limit, and
that limit in the ultimate sense is Transcendence, which has,
therefore, an essentially negative sense.18
Having now noted the relation between truth and the Encompassing and the meaning and limits of truth for reason
and existenz, it is now perhaps appropriate to indicate summarily the basic characteristics of truth, especially as these
characteristics relate to communication. First of all, Jaspers
makes a clear distinction between two types of "truth in
time"; dogmatic truth and truth that is bound to communication. Dogmatic truth in time is something of a prefabricated kind of truth found historically in object, symbol, and
expression. But this kind of truth has no vital relation to the
communicator, and is, in fact, changed in the very act of being given from one to another. On the other hand, truth that
is bound to communication is of a different sort, as has been
hinted above. Such truth is never found outside of communication. "In itself, it could neither be nor be complete."17
This kind of truth would be that "which would arise for the
first time in communication, which would become actual only
in and through it; it would be a truth which is neither already
here to be transmitted to another, nor which presents us with
a methodically attainable end in which it could be valid without communication." 18
Second, truth in this latter sense is plural rather than single.
This fact is demanded by the unique historicity of each
existenz. There can be no single truth valid for all men.
However, this position does not mean that there are multiple,
external, determinable standpoints; rather, it means that that
which is unique in its historicity can enter into the loving
15

Ibid., 95-96.
George Schrader, Existential Philosophers (New York, 1967), 34.
17
Jaspers, Reason and Existenz, 96.
18
Ibid., 97.
18
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struggle which is communication with an openness that can
lead to genuine sharing of views.19
Third, closely related to this last point is the fact that, for
Jaspers, each truth is absolute without being universal. As he
says elsewhere, "A truth by which I live stands only if I become identical with it; it is historical in form; as an objective
statement it is not universally valid, but it is absolute." 20 One
must, therefore, believe in his existential truth, yet at the same
time be open to the truth of others. One feels that Jaspers
here is very close to Kierkegaard's notion of the "passionate
inwardness" of truth, at least in the earnestness with which a
particular truth is experienced.
Finally, in the light of the preceding discussion, it is evident that truth is open, incomplete, unfinished, and not dogmatically complete. "Truth itself can only become—. . . in
its depths it is not dogmatic but communicative. Out of the
consciousness of a becoming truth, first springs the possibility
of a radical openness of the will to communicate in actuality.
. . ."21 Because of this characteristic, the ultimate will to
communication is doomed to failure, to shipwreck, as has been
noted above in the discussion about reason and existenz. Nevertheless, it is this resolute holding to its course even though
headed for shipwreck which opens existenz for Transcendence.22
It seems that the communication between existenzen is the
highest sense in which truth-as-communication can occur. It
is this level of the "communication of the single one with the
single one" which furnishes the basis of the possibility of universal communication among men.23 Jaspers stresses the fact
that this one to one, face to face communication is dynamic
rather than static. It is a process "in which the participants
become what they are as they meet and confront each other
in the historical situation." 21 It may be further described as
"an interplay of solitude and union," because only one that
20

4.

21

Ibid., 103.
Karl Jaspers, The Perennial Scope of Philosophy, (New York, 1949),

Jaspers, Reason and Existenz, 95.
Ibid., 95-96.
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Schrader, Existential Philosophers, 135.
2
t Ibid.
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has inner solitude can make fruitful contact with another. Such
a relationship, of course, involves a great risk, because each
existenz is open before the other; consequently, it can occur
only within the framework which is called love, an environment in which there is absolute confidence and trust.25
Thus it can be said that;
Only love permits each to remain himself in communication with another. Hence the process of communication is a loving struggle. The end is not victory over the other but mutual selfhood. Therefore
there can be no reservations or secret weapons.26
1 his communication between two existenzen can be further
described as an incomplete process, one which is continuously
going on, just as selfhood is a process. This existential coming
together opens new and unexpected avenues of relationship.
It lives by means of agreements, compromises, adjustments
which cannot be seen beforehand. And the goal of such communication is not the passing of objective content but a contact of selves which leads to clarification.^ As Jaspers says:
Possible Existenz enters discussion in order to become
clear about the meaning of his believing and willing.
Neither discussant knows upon entering discussion
what he really means. In their discussion they try to
. . . obtain a clarity which can be had only in' the
form of principles articulated in the discussion.28
But, again, even this ultimate form of communication ends
by bringing the authentic self before Transcendence:
I become aware of myself as truth when I encounter
the reality of others as themselves living centers of
truth. This implies an act of profound communication from originative source to originative source,'
as one freedom encounters another'freedom in the
very act of making-be destiny. Love, indeed, uncovers the supreme paradox: The truth which I myself
am, which provides unity for the idea of spirit and
a living context for the concepts of general consciousness, which guides my life as Dasein in the world, that
truth which itself is one and which seeks oneness on
every level, is not the only truth. Du bist auch eine
25

Ibid.
Ibid., 136.
27
Ibid., 136-137.
28
Quoted in Ibid., 137.
26
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Wahrheit. You, too, are a truth, seeking among the
things of the world . . . that unity which alone can
be the Being of things-that-are. Only in the 'loving
struggle' (liebenden Kampf) that brings together
unique centers of truth in an effort to extend the lines
of battle toward the one of absolute truth do I exist
fundamentally enough to realize what I am, and to
encounter in the paradox of these many living truths
signs of the Transcendence of the Being 'in which and
from which I am.' 29
But, in the final analysis, this experience of Transcendence is
not, itself, communicable. It is like thinking; the "ultimate in
communication is silence." 30 One wonders if this final stance
before Transcendence, when all our truths stand shipwrecked
in the world, is not very similar to Kierkegaard's "leap of
faith," and, if so, why it is not articulated as such.
IMPLICATIONS FOR PHILOSOPHY
Having delineated the basic concepts of truth according to
Jaspers it remains to point out the implications this view holds
for the philosophic enterprise. Certain negative implications
may be noted first. If Jaspers is correct in his understanding
of truth, then philosophy itself cannot be a system of objective
truths whose content can be handed down from one person to
another, from one age in history to another. In fact, it will be
impossible to construct a system of such truths which would
have any validity (in an absolute sense) beyond the unique,
historical person holding such a position. No such philosophy
(so-called) could lay claim to being the correct view of the
world. All such systems or approaches must suffer the same
shipwreck before Transcendence.
Also, philosophy surely cannot be simply a matter of language analysis. Such a concern for clarity of language and
precision of terms may have its place in seeking to arrive at
true communication, but it is not the total activity of philosophy, and indeed, is only a means toward more important
ends. The language in which philosophy is stated is only a
cipher for something more real than itself.
29
Translated by Etienne Gilson, et al., Recent Philosophy: Hegel to
the Present (New York, 1962), pp. 157-158.
30
Jaspers, Reason and Existenz, 106.
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Again, philosophy cannot be considered as a series of propositions which can be validated merely by logical axioms. As
has been noted, on the level of consciousness as such, the laws
of logic are applicable. However, one must not isolate this
one meaning of truth; there are other levels and depths of
truth that will not submit to logical analysis. If truth is communication at the level of existenzen, then what is communicated (the self) is not logically discernible nor liable to the
laws of logic.
On the positive side, Jaspers' position on truth implies that
the philosophic enterprise is one characterized by a radical
openness. It is basically dialogue between existenzen, a dialogue which accepts no reservations or hesitations on the part
of those engaged in it. Thus philosophy becomes existential
in the sense that it is tied to the unique historical and authentic self of those participating in it. At its best and at its
highest, to philosophize means for people in the depths of
their being to forego all pretensions, remove all masks, and
seek in the multiplicity of truths held absolutely by unique
individuals to find not only what they mean, but who they,
themselves, really arc. And though Jaspers may be correct
in saying that even this approach eventually meets shipwreck,
too, it is the only avenue man has to find some flash of reality
in the sometimes-darkness between birth and death.
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ANGLO-AMERICAN DIPLOMACY
DURING THE ERA OF THE
ANGLO-BOER CONFLICT
1895-1902
Charles C. Ballard
Depamnent of History
The primary focus of this thesis is British-American diplomatic relations from 1895 through 1902. A second area of
concern in this paper is the contrast in America between
official State Department policy and general public sympathy
for the Boer Cause.
Chapter one deals with Anglo-American diplomacy and its
state of transition beginning with the Venezuela boundary
dispute of 1895 and continuing through the Spanish-American War.
The controversy between Great Britain and Venezuela
aroused the ire of the United States and President Cleveland
dispatched a note to the British Government insisting on
arbitration. Cleveland based his claim to interfere over the
boundary dispute on a liberal interpretation of the iVIonroe
Doctrine. Great Britain rejected arbitration and this rebuff
aroused indignation in the United States. The American outburst of anti-British feeling caught the British in a vulnerable
position for France, Russia, and especially Germany were
hostile to the paramount position of Britain in economic and
Imperial matters.
American friendship was considered desirable by Great
Britain and this became abundantly clear as a result of the illfated Jameson raid against the Transvaal Republic and the
subsequent congratulatory telegram from Kaiser Wilhelm II
to President Kruger. This diplomatic reversal served as a
catalyst for the submission of Britain to arbitration of the
Venezuela boundary dispute and initiated an era of mutual
cooperation between the two Anglo-Saxon Powers.
A second indication of Anglo-American rapport resulted
from British support of American policy in the Spanish Amer-
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ican War. Continental European powers opposed United
States action against Spain, but the Salisbury Government of
Britain neutralized European opposition by maintaining a
neutral but friendly attitude towards the United States in the
Spanish-American War.
When Great Britain declared war on the Boer Republics,
world opinion, including that of the Continental European
Powers denounced British aggression. The United States, remembering Britain's policy of friendly neutrality, reciprocated in kind.
The second chapter entitled Anglophobia versus Anglophilia:
Diplomatic versus Public opinion toward Great Britain is an
analysis of the various American groups that supported or
opposed British Imperial policies in South Africa. The principle theme of this chapter relates to the efforts of influential
men such as John Hay and Theodore Roosevelt to reach a
cordial diplomatic and political relationship with Great Britain
in order to realize goals of Imperial expansion in the Caribbean. These men, products of Anglo-Saxon descent and custom, believed in the civilizing mission of the British Empire and,
armed with this belief, they were determined to reach a rapprochement with their English cousins. These American Imperialists exercised control over the diplomatic and military
branches of the U. S. Government. This elite ruling class was
mostly from the East and Middle West and mainly Republican.
Those opposing British Imperial policies and American Imperialism were stalwart Democrats such as William Jennings
Bryan and Carl Schurz. These men opposed Imperialism on
the grounds that it distracted from the pressing domestic issues
at home. Irish and German-Americans were particularly virulent in their attacks on Britain's subjugation of the Boers. While
a majority of the American public was sympathetic to the
Boer Cause, their "public servants" in the State Department
and the Department of Defense were pro-British in their
sympathies.
The third chapter deals with the impact of Americans on
the economic and political life of the South African Republic
from the mid 1880's till after the Jameson Raid. United States
nationals were prominent in the diamond mining industry and
one American was a principal instigator in the Jameson Raid
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of January 3, 1895, which ultimately failed. Chapter three
also sheds light on the eagerness of the South African Republic to conclude a formal treaty with the United States and the
resultant political difficulties presented by Great Britain's
objections.
The fourth chapter entitled "Americans in the Boer War"
attempts to relate the activities of the several thousand Americans who fought on both sides of the Anglo-Boer conflict.
Included in this last segment is a discussion of the diplomatic
activities of the United States Consular Service in Capetown
from 1895 through 1902. The attitudes and sympathies of the
American diplomats differ from the Cleveland to the McKinley-Roosevelt administrations and reflect the differences between Democratic and Republican policies toward Britain and
Imperial expansion.
Consular duties during the Boer War were strenuous and
demanding on American diplomats. Thousands of United
States citizens had flocked to the mining camps and many
fought for the British or the Boers. Their resultant death or
imprisonment was a main concern of American agents. Censorship of news, confiscation of goods, and Lord Kitchener's
concentration camp policy brought about many disputes between the British authorities and American nationals. These
differences were settled quickly because the British were anxious to maintain the cordial relations that had just been founded
in the last decade of the nineteenth century.

THE CHOREOGRAPHY OF THE
MUSICAL CABARET
V. Elaine Chambers
Department of Physical and Health Education
Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
Cabaret was first presented on November 20, 1966, by Harold Prince in association with Ruth Mitchell at the Broadhurst
Theatre in New York City. The Broadway production choreographer was Ron Field. Cabaret received rave reviews and
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won Tony Awards for the excellent performances. The New
York Times critic Walter Kerr reported that Cabaret was a
stunning musical. To quote Mr. Kerr, "Under choreographer
Ron Field's beautiful, malicious management, Mr. Joel Grey
is superb, as are the dancers. The style is there driven like
nails into the musical numbers." Richard Cooke of the Wall
Street Journal wrote, "Cabaret, is one of the most exciting,
imaginative and effective musicals to come to Broadway this
year or any other." Many other magazines and newspapers
summed up their reviews as Richard Watts, Jr. of the New
York Post stated, "Cabaret is both brilliant and remarkable.
It is the glory of Cabaret that can upset you while it gives theatrical satisfaction."
Based on the foregoing reviews it can be assumed that the
original choreography was effective for that show, at that
particular time and place.
William C. Kramer, Director of the Theatre at Madison
College read and evaluated several musicals in light of the feasibility of performing them at Madison College. He concluded
that Cabaret was the most likely show to present and that it
would be effective for all personnel involved. Mr. Kramer,
in collaboration with department and program heads, selected
the choreographer, V. Elaine Chambers; the choral director,
David A. Watkins; the technical director, Chester Jordan; and
the orchestra conductor, Dr. George West. Departmental diversity within this staff gave reason to establish an inter-departmental agreement to direct and sanction the show. Cabaret
was unanimously agreed upon and the performance dates were
set for April 19-21, and April 25-28, 1973, with a matinee on
the 21st.
The staff choreographer, a second year graduate student at
Madison College, proposed that the production presented a
unique opportunity for the choreography of the musical Cabaret to be used as a choreographic thesis. A thesis proposal
and outline were presented to the graduate faculty of the
Department of Physical and Health Education. The proposal
and outline were approved by the graduate faculty and the
Graduate Office.
Cabaret was performed with the written permission of the
licensing agent, Tams-Witmark. Fees were paid for royalty,
scripts, and scores.
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A STUDY OF CONSUMER
ATTITUDES TOWARD THE
ENERGY CRISIS
Earl R. Cox, Jr.
Department of Business Administration and Economics
ABSTRACT
The United States is currently faced with an energy shorta e

§ - That is not to imply that the country is running out of
the necessary energy fuels; however, the proven reserves of
crude oil and natural gas are not keeping pace with growing
demand. America is consuming more energy than it can produce. As a result, available supplies of some energy fuels (number 2 fuel oil, diesel fuel, gasoline, and natural gas) are lagging
behind consumption demand.
The shortage of energy fuels was felt throughout the nation
during the 1972-73 winter. Numerous events as reported by
the news media gave very descriptive accounts of the impact
of fuel rationing in many areas of the country. Government,
industry, and consumers began to awaken to the startling fact
that the "energy crisis" is no longer a topic of speculation,
but a reality of today.
This study was designed to determine the presence, if any,
of the energy crisis in the Shenandoah Valley and to ascertain
the Shenandoah Valley consumers' knowledge and general attitude toward the situation.
In order to evaluate the impact of the energy crisis on the
Shenandoah Valley and the consumers' attitude toward it, two
questionnaires were employed. Each questionnaire provided an
opportunity for a valid description of how the energy crisis
related to the reader's firm or the reader.
Questionnaire 'A' was prepared for the commercial market.
I he instrument solicited information regarding fuel rationing
during the 1972-73 winter, energy conservation practices and
the reader's general awareness of the energy shortage. Thirtyeight, or 76 percent, of the fifty questionnaires were returned.
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Questionnaire 'B' was prepared for the domestic consumer
market. The instrument contained twenty-five questions concerning the consumer's usage patterns, awareness, and attitude
toward the energy crisis. Furthermore, inquiry was made into
whether the consumer had read energy conservation material.
One hundred and sixty-one responses, or 32.3 percent, were
used for the basis of this study.
The major findings of this study supports the researcher's
hypotheses that an energy crisis does exist in the Shenandoah
Valley. Whether a full-scale "energy crisis" exists is to some
degree a matter of definition. Unquestionably though, many
commercial firms felt the impact of fuel rationing during the
1972-73 winter. In addition, the data suggests that the domestic
consumers were not readily aware of the existing energy problem and ways in which they could reduce their energy consumption.

A STUDY OF THE EXTENT
OF CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY IN THE
CENTRAL SHENANDOAH VALLEY
Emerson L. Deitz
Department of Business Administration and Economics
ABSTRACT
A variety of studies have been made in order to report the
socially responsible activity by corporations. Generally, these
reports concerned one or a few areas where corporations have
acted to improve the public welfare.
This study was initiated to provide a systematic means of
measuring the social responsibility in all major categories for
different types of businesses located in the Central Shenandoah Valley. The major categories were: Education, Employment and Training, Civil Rights and Equal Opportunity,
Pollution Abatement, Medical Care, Government, and Management Philosophy.
A questionnaire was sent to selected industries in the Central
Shenandoah Valley to obtain their level of socially responsible
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activity and their attitude toward corporate social responsibility. An average scale rating for activity and a percentage of
socially responsible attitudes were developed from the questionnaire data for industry classifications of location of ownership and size. Observed group differences were determined to
be statistically significant based on Student's t Test for group
means, unpaired observations, and the Chi-Square Test for
grouped response distributions.
In a range from 1.00 to 5.00, the average scale rating for
the Large Company classification was found to be 3.46, while
that for the Small Company classification was 2.98. This difference was significant at the .01 level for both tests. The
average scale rating for the National Company classification
was 3.35 and the Local Company classification was 2.90. The
difference between these means was significant at the .01
level for both the Student t Test and the Chi-Square Test.
The social responsibility categories of Education, Medical
Care, Government, and Management Philosophy were grouped
to determine if a higher level of activity existed when compared to the categories of Employment and Training, Civil
Rights and Equal Opportunity, and Pollution Abatement. The
average scale rating for the first group was 3.31, which was
higher than the 3.05 average scale rating for the second group.
Using the confidence level of .01 these differences were significant.

A PERSONALITY PROFILE OF
WOMEN BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
IN VIRGINIA
Sherry L. Jamarik
Departmern of Physical and Health Education
ABSTRACT
Introduction
There is a definite need for qualified women basketball officials in Virginia. This study was conducted in an effort to
establish any distinguishing personality characteristics among
current national officials in the state. It was asserted that if
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women involved with basketball knew what characteristics
to look for, more potential officials could be recognized and
trained.
The Edwards Personal Preference Schedule was the test
instrument utilized in this survey. Fifteen key personality
factors were tested. The hypothesis stated that there would
be no statistically significant difference between the mean
score of the subjects and the mean score of the norms for
each of these fifteen factors.
Review of Literature
A comprehensive review of research concerning sport psychology revealed only one previous study concerning the personality of women basketball officials. This previous study
was conducted by Phillip and Schurr.
For the purposes of this study, research in the area of sport
psychology was divided into five categories. These categories
were: 1) athletes and non-athletes, 2) differences between
sports, 3) varying skill levels in the same sport, 4) men and
women competitors, and 5) athletes, personality, and social
development.
Design of the Study
This study was designed to be conducted in survey form.
It was determined that eighty-four women basketball officials
reside in Virginia. Eventually, replies were received from
forty-four subjects.
After the mean of each characteristic was found for the
subjects, the "average" official's scores were compared to the
mean score of each characteristic for the norm. A t-test was
conducted for each factor. Using forty-three degrees of freedom, each t-ratio was examined to determine the level of
significance. A .05 level of significance was established as the
necessary standard for rejection of the hypothesis.
Data Obtained
Percentile means for the subjects and norms were found for
each characteristic. Raw scores were then used for the remainder of the computation.
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For each characteristic tested, the highest score, lowest
score, range, mean, standard deviation, and standard error of
the mean were found. After a t-test was conducted for each
factor, the t-ratios were examined for significance.
Only four of the variables tested were not significant at the
.05 level. Eleven of the variables were found to be significant at the .05 level, and, furthermore, nine of these factors
were also significant at the .01 level.
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
The four factors that showed no significant difference were
autonomy, succorance, endurance, and intraception. Therefore, the hypothesis was accepted for these factors, and there
appears to be no significant difference between women officials
and the general female population in these traits.
Aggression and change were the two factors that were significant at the .05 level. Highly significant at the .01 level
were dominance, nurturance, achievement, heterosexuality, exhibition, order, abasement, deference, and affiliation. Therefore, the hypothesis was rejected for these factors. Apparently, there is a definite difference between the "average"
official and the "average" female in the general population in
these traits.
In conclusion, a distinct personality profile of the nationally
rated woman basketball official in Virginia did emerge. Despite this fact, however, it is still difficult to describe the
"average" official's personality, due to the wide range of scores
on each factor.
Finally, numerous recommendations for further research
were suggested. Furthermore, it was suggested that the results
of this study should be considered when recognizing and
training potential officials.
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SYNOPSIS OF AN ODONATA
POPULATION
Deronda Elaine Johnston
Department of Biology
ABSTRACT
This investigation involved a population study of an Odonata community and the effects of specific abiotic parameters
upon the population density. The mark-recapture technique
was employed, and the Lincoln Index was used for the population estimates. The results of both descriptive and analytical
analyses showed the light, air temperature and water temperature had the greatest positive effect upon the Odonata population, with light being the single most important factor.
All of the abiotic factors were found to be inter-related and
this multiple relationship was shown to have a greater influence upon the population than any of the individual variables.

THE ACQUISITION AND TRANSFER
OF GROSS AND FINE MOTOR
MOVEMENTS AS A FUNCTION
OF SHAPING BY DIFFERENTIAL
REINFORCEMENT
Ruth Bush Kent
Department of Physical and Health Education
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to determine if the technique
of shaping was effective in learning gross and fine motor
movements. Gross movement was operationally defined as the
large body movements which required the subject to shift his
body weight, as evidenced by the lifting of a portion, or all, of
the non-supporting foot from the floor. Fine movement was
defined as body movements which allowed the subjects' feet
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to remain entirely in contact with the floor. A vertical rotary
pursuit apparatus was constructed with one target near the
center to test the fine movement variable, and one target near
the edge to test the gross movement variable. Xransfer of
training was a secondary outcome.
A 2 x 2 x 2 factorial experimental design was used. The
subjects were undergraduate and graduate students at Madison
College, Harrisonburg, Virginia. Forty men and forty women
were divided into four groups each, one group for each
experimental condition. There were: condition 1, gross-shaped;
condition 2, gross-unshaped; condition 3, fine-shaped; and condition 4, fine-unshaped.
The subjects tracked the assigned target with an exciter
light. The light activated a photoconductor behind the targets
which turned on a clock which accumulated time on target.
Each subject was given 20 trials of 30 seconds each, and an
inter-trial interval of 30 seconds. At the end of the 20 acquisition trials, the rotor speed was changed to the opposite movement condition, and five transfer trials given for 30 seconds
each with 30-second inter-trial intervals.
To test shaping, both targets were made electronically larger
to three inches in diameter. When the exciter light touched
the plexiglass surface within the three-inch circle a tone turned
on, and remained audible while the light was in the target
area. As the subject accumulated a time-on-target total one
second or more greater than the previous trial, the target was
made smaller by a 10-point decrement on the control dial. The
range was 50 for the three inch circle to zero for the %-mch
circle.
The statistics were analyzed by the analysis of variance for
the following experimental features; movement, fine and gross,
practice, shaped and unshaped, and sex of the subjects. The
following conclusions were reached.
1. Shaping facilitated the learning of the fine motor task.
2. Shaping appeared to inhibit learning of the gross motor
task.
3. Sex of the subjects had no influence on the learning for
any group.
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4. Interaction between movement, fine and gross, shaped and
unshaped, was significant for the aquisition trials.
5. The apparent positive transfer was not significant in this
study.

A STUDY OF THE IMPACT OF
TFIE EXOTICS LON1CERA
JAPON1CA THUNB. AND
AILANTHUS ALTISSIMA (MILL.)
SWINGLE ON THE SHENANDOAH
NATIONAL PARK ECOSYSTEM.
Paul R. Lee, II
Department of Biology
ABSTRACT
The officials of the Shenandoah National Park have anticipated the threat which certain exotic plants may present to the
native plant associations. More than one hundred exotic plant
species have been found on or near homesites in the park.
Most of the exotic plant species have died or are dying out.
A ilanthus altissima, the Tree of Heaven, is well established in
many areas. It can compete effectively with native species but
only where light is sufficient. Lonicera japonica, the Japanese
Honeysuckle, is readily naturalized at elevations less than 2,500
feet where light is sufficient.
Seven quadrats in the Swift Run Gap area have been studied
for one year. Ecological data, growth rate measurements, and
related information has been recorded weekly at these sites.
Low light intensity and increasing elevation were shown to
be the most significant limiting factors to the growth of both
species. Neither species appears to be invading already established forested areas. Control measures do not appear necessary
except possibly in the case of vista management. (Aided in
part by a grant from the Natural Sciences Resource Project,
National Park Service.)
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PHYSIOLOGY AND NUTRITION
OF A HAITIAN STRAIN OF
HYPHOCHYTRIUM CATENOIDES
Alexander John Edwards Park
Department of Biology
ABSTRACT
A Haitian strain of Hyphochytrium eaten aides Karling was
compared physiologically and nutritionally to results published
for four strains studied by Barr (1970). This strain grew best
in apH range of 7.0-7.5, and a temperature range of 17-25<>C.
Out of 23 amino acids tested, best growth occurred on L-citrulline, L-glutamine, L-asparagine, L-glutamic acid, and DL-ornithine. Unlike the strains studied by Barr (1970), this strain
grew well with ammonium sulfate, ammonium nitrate, and
sodium nitrate. No morphological comparisons to the isolates
by Barr (1970) could be made because the only morphological
variations reported for this species are zoospore exit tube
lengths, and repeated attempts to induce sporulation in this
isolate were unsuccessful. It was concluded that although
differences between the Haitian strain and strains reported
by Barr (1970) were in evidence, they were not of sufficient
magnitude to warrant any taxonomic separation.

AN INVESTIGATION OF SOME
UREA CYCLE ENZYMES IN
PHLYCTOCHYTRIUM SP.
Judith C. Rankin
Department of Biology
ABSTRACT
Pblyctochytriimi sp. is an aquatic fungus belonging to the
Class Chytridiomycetes. Cells of this fungus, grown on arginine and glucose medium, produced the urea cycle enzymes
arginase, argininosuccinase, and ornithine carbamyltransferase.
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Cells grown on citrulline, ornithine, and aspartic acid also exhibited arginase activity. Nonproliferating whole cells, grown
on ammonium sulfate and glucose, primed with 0.05% arginine,
likewise showed arginase activity. Arginase activity was inhibited by the introduction of Actinomycin D which may indicate that this enzyme is inducible.

PROJECTED POPULATION
AND HOUSING NEEDS IN
HARRISONBURG FOR
THE YEAR 1980
Raymond E. Ressler
Departmeiit of Business Administration and Economics
ABSTRACT
This research paper is an analysis of the present and future
housing needs in Harrisonburg, Virginia, with particular emphasis on the economic variables which affect the demand for
housing. The purpose of this thesis is to identify a working
formula to project housing needs and to apply this formula to
forecast the housing needs in the city for 1980.
Any local housing study must take into consideration past
economic and population growth trends in the area. The
economy has a direct influence on the population of an area;
thus, the demand for housing fluctuates with the economy.
Several prominent Harrisonburg businessmen, as well as
the members of the Rockingham Development Corporation,
expect the economy of the area to remain strong through the
next several years. Therefore, the population of Harrisonburg
will most likely continue to increase, and the city will require
additional housing.
The amount of vacant land in Harrisonburg is adequate to
accommodate the housing for the projected population in
1980. However, if the city of Harrisonburg plans to maintain
continual growth throughout the next several decades, preparation should be made by the City Council for an annexation
in the 1970's.
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THE INFLUENCE OF MALATHION
AND CHLORDANE UPON
REPRODUCTION OF ASEXUAL
AND SEXUAL RACES OF
DUGESIA DO ROT OCEPHA LA
Ann H. Stoncbnrner
Department of Biology
ABSTRACT
In order to determine the effects of insecticides upon the
reproductive activities of planarians, sexual and asexual strains
of Dugesia dorotocephala were subjected to concentrations of
malathion and chlordane ranging from 0.50 to 3.50 ppm. Cocoons and fission products were collected weekly from the
malathion- and chlordane-treated sexual and asexual worms
respectively for a period of eight weeks. Both qualitative and
quantitative effects of insecticides upon the Ft generation were
investigated through the use of a series of criteria.
It was observed that chlordane, but not malathion, reduced
both viability and total cocoon production in the sexual animals. Neither chemical appeared to affect the surviving sexual worms' ability to produce cocoons; however, both chemicals significantly reduced the total number of Fi juveniles
produced, the number of young per cocoon, and the number
per parent worm. In the surviving sexual juveniles treated by
both chemicals, there appeared to be no significant difference
either in size or in the number of abnormal individuals obtained. Both chemicals appeared to reduce survivability in the
asexual worm; however, neither chemical affected the surviving worms' ability to undergo fission or the ability of the
Fi individuals to regenerate and to reproduce. The development of both asexual and sexual juvenile offspring of treated
worms was adversely affected by chlordane, but not by malathion.
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A STUDY OF CHROMATIC AND
CYCLOTOMIC POLYNOMIALS
Alice Williams
Department of Mathematics
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to introduce the reader to two
types of polynomials and to describe computer programs
which will produce these polynomials.
The number of ways, P(M,x), of coloring a map, M, with
x colors can be expressed as a polynomial in x. This is the
chromatic polynomial of the map. For example, the chromatic
polynomial of a map with two connected areas,
1

2

is
P(M,x) = x(x—1) = x2 — x.
A method of changing a map to a graph and then to a
vector is described. Our example above has the graph: 1—2
and the vector: (1,2). A computer program is included which
will print the chromatic polynomial of a map if
1) the map is expressed by vector notation
2) the computer has sufficient core storage.
The motivation for this work is the four color problem.
The second type of polynomial, the cyclotomic polynomial,
has the form:
Qn(x) = (x—Pi)(x—Pa) (x—Ps) .. . (x-P^(n))
where P^Pa.Ps, . . . P<^(n) are primitive nth roots of unity.
These polynomials can be generated by using the alternate
definition: if din. then
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xn - 1 = n Qd(x)
d

which implies that
xn — 1
n Qd(x)
djn
ch^tl
A computer program is given which will print cyclotomic
polynomials. The computer size is the limiting factor.
Q„(x)

The following problems are open for further research:
1) Can the chromatic polynomials be generated by extending
the computer program given here?
2) Is the most efficient program being used in generating the
cyclotomic polynomials?
3) What relation, if any, exists between the chromatic polynomials and the cyclotomic polynomials?
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